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LARGE CROWD ATTENDS
BURSUM MEETING

I

The Harding County Fair, the
fair of Northeastern New
Mexico will open next Thursday
morning promptly at ten o'clock
A. M. at the Fair Grounds at
the new Base Ball Park. Larg
tents have been secured for
exhibits Wé&esday morning.
The President W, ILMcGar-ge- r
and the secretary Rav Busey
have been workng nightaml day
to make the fair a success and
to get out the premium lists and
have everything- in readiness for
big-

m

at the Roy, Theatre last
turday evening. The Hall was
crowded even standing room and
a number sat in cars outside of
the hall.
The Senator in well chosen remarks told of the work done by
the Republican Congress since
March 4th and the many bills
passed for the benefit of the
western ituiiw íbhi lauwunou.
He also gave an outline of the
work intended for future consideration by Congress before adjournment.
The Senators remarks were
very interesting to those that
were present, and he seemed to
make a veiy good impression on
Sa-

-

...

-

the opening day.

They have

been delayed considerable by the
slowness in hearing from whole
sale houses who are donating
a number of premiums for the

fair.

The premium list appears

in this weeks
and copies of
the list can be had from the Sehis audence.
He is working hard for the in- -' cretary at his office.
The Fair grounds will open
terests of the farmer and cattle
man, and he is assured of a str- each day at ten o'clock and all
ong following in Roy and vici- stores and business houses will
nity, his trip to the Mesa, where close at ten A. M. each day duhe spoke at Mosquero, Solano ring the fair, Thursday, Friday
and Roy no doubt made him ma- and Saturday, September 15th,
16th and 17th.
ny votes.
Hugh B. Woodward. District Music will be furnished thru-ghthe three days by the Roy
Attorney of this District, followed Senator Bursum in a strong Band and a ball game will be
plea for the support of Senator played each afternoon between
Bursum, and also gave a review the fast Roy team and the strof the work done by the Republi- ong Loretta team of Dawson.
can party since going into full Horse races, foot races and othMr. Wood- er contests each afternoon will
power last March.
strong en- add to the amusement part of
a
was
ward's address
dorsement of Senator Bursum the fair program.
Every farmer .should enter exand the work he has done in Cohibits
of everything possible.
March.
ngress ince last
Senator Bursum and Mr. Wo- Livestock, grain, poultry and in
odward left for Springer Sunday fact there will be rings for practi
.afternoon where they were sch- cálly everything and the premieduled for address Monay even- um list is a dandy and worth whi
le to spend a few hours fixing up
ing.
your exhibits. Bring them Wedn
esday or early Thursday morn- WHAT SENATOR CAPPER
ng.
SENATOR
OF
THINKS
The donations from the whole
BURSUM.
'
sale houses ranges from a six
It is gnerally conceded that hole range stove to a safety raz-- i
.Senator Capper is the acknowled or and from a bean harvester
ged '' champaign of the farmer to a can of baking p'owder; Hund
VL'oe- - reds of articles have been donat- -'
x nmifaw o,.
anaJ inan
hington. Throughout the West ed by wholesale houses alone.
A large platform will be arhe is known as the man who
has done more for the farmer ranged on the fair grounds and
than any one man in the Halls of a dance given each evening; MuCongress. He s recognized as sic will be furnished for this
.part of the program by the faan honest, fearless, straight-forwar- d
champion of the people mous Springer Jazz Orchestra.
Remember
the dates, next
who appeals to the common man
and refuses to play politics for Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
In view of come early, and bring the whole
political purposes.
criticism family, stay all day, bring a fine
Democratic
recent
the
of Senator Bursum, the views of bunch of exhibits and lets make
Senator Capper in a signed te- the first Harding County Fair
legram to Senator Bursum says; one of the best in the State.
"Please accept my hearty congratulations upon your nomina, SURPRISE HANDKERCHIEF SHOWER GIVEN
fion. Your short term in the SeMISS ETNA FLOERSHEIM
conreal
of
one
been
nate has
Under
the direction of Mrs
structive service and your sple- F. A. Roy and Mrs. Richard
ndid ablity and fidelity to the
a handkerchief shower
interests of your state have won was given Miss Etna Floersheim
for you recognition as a most last Friday evening previous to
to her departure for Springer to
useful member. I sincerely hoHgh School. The surpriattend
pe the people of New Mexico se was given at her home in the
may return you to the benate by east part of town. All of her
young lady friends were present
an everwhelming majority.
and enjoyed a very pleasant eveCapper.
(Signed)
Arthur
ning.
Refreshments were served
:r
Adv.
durng the evening and dancing
and singing indulged in until
H. H. Errett, County Chairin the evening.
late
man of the Republican Party at
Miss Etna is in the 11th GraClayton, was in Roy Monday and de of. the Springer Schools and
Tuesday looking over the politi- will finish her business course
cal grounds of Harding County, 'this year. She left Saturday
(morning with her father for
and conferring with E.J.H. Roy Trinidad where she will visit
County Chairman of Harding Co Tier mother's grave- - and then
acknowledges a return to Springer ; for school
untv. The
Monday,
call from Mr. Errefck
S-- A

ut

!

11
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Kil-murr- y,
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Maxwell House Coffee

per cent PURE.
Come in and get a pound, if you do not like St - we will
refund your money without question.
GUARANTEED

100

If you like real coffee you

MAXWELL

will like,

HOUSE.

THE FAIR WILL SOON BE HERE.
the premiums are displayed in our window.
of
Some
Start working for them now. ,

I

iNfcAV

MEAIU). SAltiKlfAi. September lOiEpLEUl

500

pounds OLD HOMESTEAD FLOUR will be given away.
BOYS AND GIRLS SCHOOL SHOES AT:

greatly re uc 2d vri:ei
ROY TRADING COMPANY
"A PrJUSMe Place to Trade'

-

-- .

NoTsC"

ANTON J. COURY MURROY AND SPRINGER
CIN. PA VALVI2ÍDE
DERED BY BANDITS
EAGIL TAKE ONE- IN
AND KSr. WIIALEN
WIFE SERIOUSLY
;, DGSEBBJE IIEADERl.
LARGE CROWD
:
The sad news reached Roy Sa
WOUNDED.
:;
ISXXDAY EVENING
turday afternoon!, that James R.
The' fast Springer team came
R. P. Shaya received " a tele down Sunday for a double
Leach had died Suddenly at the
A Barsre crowd of voters liste
Gi G. Leaclii taxm west f town. phone message from.his nephew
game: withi the Roy team. ned! to Hon. Pav Valverde, Eecei
about 3.30 'PL: Mr Lescfi' and at Duran Saturday night contai- The, firstt gama was pulled of f iver of the U. S. Land Office, and
wife came from Wichita several ning the horrible news that his Sunday,: af ternoon! and witnesed Mi- -. Whalen a prominent Attorweeks ago to assist their rela- uncle Anton J. Coury had been by a large crowd of fans both ney of Clavtttra. at the Rov Thea
tives in harvest and he had been foully murdered by bandits and from Springes' and Roy. The tre Tast Monday evening, both
working for ILeary Farr for se- his aunt sérioüsly wounded whi- game-wafast; from, the start of whom spoke in the interest of
veral weeks ; Last Monday he be le at work in their store about and the score- remained 5 and: 5 the: Democratic Party, and Hon.
came? violently sick 'while with 8.30 Saturday evening. Mr. Sha ion- several, ínanigs ana was tne R. H. Hanna for United Stps
the threshing machine and was ya left immediately by autoofúriof the last Senator;
brought to the doctor who pro- Duran alter receiving the messa halt of the ninth when Roy went
The address of Mr. Whafen
nounced it ptomaine poisoning, ge and drove all nigth Saturday to the bat. Roy had two outs and; was a masterly address and gabut; he improved nieely under and until 6.45 Sunday evening the batteir toss strikes, when pit- - ve a full account of the doinsrs
the Doctor's care and was up in the mud before reaching, the1 wier. oaiazai- uirew a jow one 10 audi the undoings of the Republi
and arounch. He startd out of place.
second! which Jm Brown failed can party since they went into
A ietter received by theeS.. to get. and ret in the winning sco- power nearly
doors audi had just reached the
three years ago.
door when he fell to the floor, A. from Mr. Shaya just before, re for Roy. The feature of this; Se blamed the Dresent financial
gave a few gasps and was dead. going to press gives the follow- game was the pitching by Hepli-- stringency for the present conDoctors were summoned, but ing acouiit of the murder and ner
and Salazar for Spr-- 1 ditions. Mr. Whalen spoke for
ji mger. Both did wonderful work: two hours and gave the full hisnothing could be done as he had robbery.
Five Mexicans from old Mexi- on the mound. The work of Ilep-hn- tory of the lives of two men rudied almost immediately.
The body was prepared for co who had been loitering arois all that won the game nning on the Democratic
and
burial by undertaker Dodds, and und the town for two days,; liad for Roy Sunday, as he not only Republican tickets. He .stated
was shipped to Wichita Sunday come in the store a number of pitched! a good clean game,, but that Judge Hanna the Democraand the funeral was held at that i times thru the day Saturday and gave wonderful suport to several tic nominee was probably one of
place Tuesday afternoon, the bought lunches and various
players at various times.
the strongest men in the stat?
Late in the evening-afteOdd Fellows having charge of
The Monday game has a
of New Mexico, he having been
the store was locked and whi
the funeral. The body was acstory to tell. Springer wor- - Judge of the Supreme Court for
companied to Wichita by his le Mr. Coury was checking up
their defat of the a number of years and he stawife and his sister Mrs. Lillian the books, one of the Mexicans previous'
day went
to the ted that when the votes were
knocked at the door, asking, to game determined to give Roy a counted September 20th, that it
Richards.
Mr. Leach was fortynine yea- bu1' something. Mr. Coury ope real game and their determina- would prove that Mr! Hanna vas
rs old, and a stout rebust man, ned the door for him and the tion seemed to take the pep out peoples man.
hardly knowing what sickness other four entered.. They were of the Roy boys, and the score
The address by Mr. Valverde
was. II was a cousin of the buying cheese, candy, cigars etc., ended after a number of blun-de- was rather short but to the
Leach's of this place and had and one walked to the rear- ef
by different Roy players int and was listened to with Vv
been here in harvest for several the store and went behnd the: co- 8 to 1 in Springers favor. It ep interest by hs hearers. He
years, he had many friends on unter wnere the office was.. The seemed to be a "Hoodoo" day too gave a comnlet record of tha
afe was standing open and wh- for our boys, from the errors work of the two men, eulogizing
the mesa,
He leaves a sorrowing wife en Mr. C'irrv saw him near the made by several of the players! the character and il'itjty of Jusafe he told him to get out of we telt that some ot mem were dge Hanna the Democratic
and two children, Fred and
besides a number of other there. The Mexican toward Mr. "Hoodooed.
stated that he was
relatives to mourn his early dea- Coury drew a revolver anl shot Springer played a nice tight probably the strongest man pohim twice, once just below the jgame Monday, and with a few litically in New Mexico today.
th.
The Odd Fellows of Roy acted nostrils and once thru thm8Uth errors. Salazar was not in as On account of the lateness of
as pallbearers here and marched killing him instantly.
good shape as he wa$ Sunday the hour, Mr. Valverde cut his
Mrs. Coury who was in the but he did good work.
to the train in a body.
addres very short but the aun
extends store with him and began screaThe
Marshall pitched for Roy Mo- dience was very much pleased
ming for help, and started to nday' and did fine work. This with his remarks. They left for
sympathy to the bereaved.
run for the door where the other was his first game for the Roy Mopucro Tuesday where they
four Mexicans were . standing; team, and we believe he is a win addressed a large crowd that evSCHOOL BOARD LETS
Tey immediately ran from the ner ff given the proper support ening.
CONTRACT FOR
.', v
,
-FURNITURE tere leaving the'Mexieaii In the His strikeouts were numerous
store that had killed Mr. Coury. if given the'support that was gio
We wish to thank our many
He grabbed her and tried to gag ven Salazar, the score would ha- friends who so kindly aided us
met
WedThe School Board
nesday evening and let the con- her by forcing a handkerchief ve been different. However the in the recent death of our infant
tract for a large number of des- into her mouth. She gave bat- large crowds present at games babe and for tha beautiful floSeven tle and in the scuffle in trying enjoyed the fun very much and wers with which we were remks, chairs and suplies.
bids were entered and the bid- to get the revolver from her as- in as much as each team won a embered.
ding was very close. The bid sailant, was shot in the abond-me- game, everybody went home saMr. and Mrs. M. L. Rhyne.
she continued to grapple tisfied.
between the Rovvles Co. of Amarillo Texas and the Peabody with him until she got the reNext Thursday, Friday and
Mrs. Wm.-GJohnson is repor
School Furniture Co. of Topeka volver from him and he ran from Saturday, three days of the ted oh the sick list this week at
Kans. had a difference of only the store into the darkness.
Fair, Roy crosses ats with the her home in the north part of
Mrs. Coury was rushed to El fast Loretta team.
Come out town.
ten 'cents, and, both bids were
sealed bids. The Rowles and Paso where an operation was pe- and see the fair and see these
Peabody being lowest bidders rformed and she is reported out fast games.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Thompson
were awarded the contract. The of danger.
are all smiles this week, over the
The funaral of Mr. Coury was: MILNOR RUDULPH Sr. DEAD arrival of a sweet little son sinPeabody being given the Desk
order, ?."s they were 50 c per desk held at Duran Monday afternoon
ce hist Saturday, September 3rd
lower than Rowles, and Rowles with burial following in the DuMilnor Rudulph, Sr. of Mora, The little gentleman weighed
given the Teachers desks, chairs ran Cemetery. Mr. Coury was died of paralysis, at his home in 10 y lbs and Contractor Thompand supplies. By splitting the a prominent business man of this village Friday morning at son has already added him to
order the Board saved $150.00 that place and one of Duran's 10 o'clock, agad 58 years. He his firm as J.W.Thomnson b..
business was well known in New Mexico Dr. Self tells us
on the deal, even tho the whole most highly respected
that all are dobids were the same, but the dif- men., He came from Lebanon, Education! circles has been Cou- ing nicely but 'J. W. and by a
ferent bids on certain articles Syria at the age of fifteen to nty Sup't. of Schools in Quay littlte creful watching, he too
ow'haH been in business and Mora counties and was C:e-- will survive the shock.
caused the large saving.
The order for Domestic, Scie- in different places for the past
of the Mora county Board of
nce. Manual Training, Physics, 25 years, having been located in Education at the time of his
John Hanten, one of our
Duran since 1913. He is survi- demise.
Chemistry, Play ground and
men came in from Fort
Burial services were held at Bayard the first of the week
furniture will be let later, ved by his wife, and three childprobably December 1st, and will ren, Fred, Anna and Emma; k the Catho'ic Churrh Saturday by where he has been in the GoveRev. Fr. Olier, who arrived rnment hospital for several welet in time to be used in the brother G. J. Coury and family
P. the
new school house as soon as it of Santa Rosa, his nephew R.
eks. John i.i looking fine anf
Shaya of this place and two sis- at home from an extended vacais completed.
improved wonderful une'er
has
s tion trip to France the day pre
The School Board figures that ters in Mt Lebanon, Syria,
governments
the
care.
(Mora Pantagraph.)
vious.
his many friends in New
they saved nearly $500.00 by letof
an
loss
mourn
who
the
ting the order at this time as the
bids two months ago were at upright and honest citizen.
Every effort possible is being
least that much higher at that
'
v. n the bandits;
t
time than at present.
been secure'"
hounds
have
blood
The furniture purchased must
and
Fe,
hundred? c
Santa
from
be
be shipped at once and will
t.K
scouring
are
citizens
armed
placed in the buildings as soon
the
for
country
Duran
around
as received and everything will
of
be in going order for the star- brigands, but up to the time
bee
nothing
press,
has
to
going
ting of school by October first.
found as a clue to their whera
ibouts. However several arresREPUBLICAN RALLY
ts of Mexicans in the vicinity
,
o
h"ave occurred but it is thought
votI am glad to inform the
ers of Harding County, that the that they are not the ones who
Hon. Congressman Phil. P. Cam- commited the murder.
pbell of the Third Congressional
District of Kansas, nad the Miss
The St. George's Parochial
Adelaide Thurston, a woman Spe
School
started last Monday moaker of National reputation will
a nice enrollment.
rning
with
address the voters of Harding
Wednesday
building
Roy,
on
has been
chool
County, at
The
at 8 P.M. Miss Thurston toured
and from the presnt out
the Eastern States during the look their enrollment will be eve
last presidential campaign and greater than last year.
makes an excellent appeal to the
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
women voters.
R, H. Bentley, the obliging
This will be the only opportun
ity of hearing a woman speaker cashier cf the Bank of Roy, is
during the present Senatorial reported quite sick at his home
Campaign. Make arrangements in the south part of town. Mr,
to hear both of these speakers. Bentley
has been bedfast for
E.J.H.Roy
and is reported inv
'weeks
two'
Chanrman County Republican,
elov-Jyvery.
, r
Central ComrruUeo proving
,

Í
HARDING COUNTY FAIR.
JAMES R. LEACH
STARTS NEXT THURSDAY.
DIES SUDDENLY

A Crowd of several hundred
people listened to Senator Bur-su-

.
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Another Decline

ed

Chevrolet Cars have been
reduced in price One
Hundred Dollars
Come in and let's talk it
over. We can arrange
terms.
See the Sampson Tractor

F. S, Brown Motor

Company

.

HARDING CoÜIvTY FAiR. ROY, N.M. SEPT. 15 16 17.
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Thousands of women have kidney ted
bladder trouble and never suspect it.
Women's complaints often prove to be
nothing else but kidney trouble, or the
result of kidney or bladder disease.
If the kidneys are not in
healthy
condition, they may cause the other organs to become diseased.
Pain in the back, headache, loss of ambition, nervousness, are often times symptoms of kidney trouble.
Don't delay starting treatment.
Dr.
Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a physician's prescription, obtained at any drug store, may
be just the remedy needed to overcome
such conditions.
Get a medium or large size bottle immediately from any drug store.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.

The

IIYMCIV
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Silver Dagger
Bj RANDALL FARR1SH
'

Author of "The Strang
Case of Cavendish" -

Illustrations by A. Weu
Oopjrlgbl, by Kanaall Parr I lb

CHAPTER
.

IX

Continued.

14

.

have you been?
"Say, where the h
Wal- What Is this, a double-cros1

Melted.
"So you have made up with

Gllp-pln-

"Yes." 8iiid Mr. Twobble. "I couldn't
renlxt the spirit In which his upology
was offered. When a man comes to
ie and Kays he's sorry and unwrap
" package done up to look like a pair
r shoes and aya, 'What we need now
li a corkscrew,' I'm not adamant,
sir, and in such circumstances I hope I
never will he." Birmingham

dron?"
"What you mean?" ejaculated the
other. "By Gott! It Is rather you I
should ask why you not tell me the
truth?"
"Tell you! What' the devil have I
got to tell you? Don't get funny with
me. You sent me a note this morning,
didn't you?"
"Sure I did."
"Well, then, why didn't you meet
me? O

n It, I've been hunting

you all

day long. What's the Idea? Come,
Freshen
blurt It out, before I wring your d n
Cutl-cuWith the antiseptic, fascinating
Jew neck."
Talcum Powder, an exquisitely
Waldron spread his hands, and lifted
face,
economical
scented convenient,
his shoulders In an expression more
ekln, baby and dusting powder and eloquent than words.
perfume. Renders other perfumes su"What a man! You cuss me, but
perfluous. One of the Cutlcura Toilet not wait to hear why this all was so.
Trio (Soap, Ointment, Talcum). Ad- You sit down, and I teli you. Then
vertisement.
maybe you tell me something also."
Harris stared at him. then sank into
Reason.
The
vacant chnlr opposite, still scowl
the
Discontented Wife Several of the
Ing angrily across the table. A waiter
men I refused before I married you
paused at his elbow expectantly, and.
are richer than you ure now.
In response to soinething said, the
why.
Yes,
and that's
Husband
thief jerked out a surly answer.
lSosion Transcript.
"No. I don't want anything to eat
Bring me some whisky a half pint
Why employ a physician who recomwith a little water. Yes, that's all;
mends a change and then takes all now get out of here."
yon htive left?
At this moment Francois returned
with our final course, obliging us to
Fio more than yon are paid for.
appear indifferent to the quarrel rag
Some day you will collect.
ing beyond tne curtains. Doth men
must have lowered their voices, for
our ears caught nothing of what was
said. It seemed to me the waiter was
unusually slow In rearranging the table.
"There, that will do. Francois." I
broke out, at Inst, Impatiently. "We
will want nothing else at present.
Heavy Skin

nt

'

of yon. and be A n quick about It.
or you'll never get out of here with
out a hole through you. You think
jou can double-cros- s
me; I'll show
you a trick of my own!"
He was reaching for his gun. It
must have caught in his pocket, though
I wasted no time. It was his" life or
mine, and 1 gripped the empty wine
bottle, on the 'table and smashed a
vicious blow at. his head. He went
down like a log, his body half project
ing through the curtains, while I
wheeled about barely In time to meet
the mad bull rush 'of Waldron. The
Russian cOnld not have been armed,
for he came at me with bare hands,
his grip like that of a bear. For an
Instant he hnd me throttled, scarcely
able to breathe, my hands pinned help
lessly in the grasp of his arms. But
brute strength was all he possessed,
brute strength and ferocity. The bot
tle was crushed out of ray fingers, yet
I wriggled partially free, and got one
hand twisted Into his whiskers, jerking his head back, and
until
the strained neck threatened to crack,
and he had to release his grip to
protect himself.- - It was all over in a
minute, but hot while It lasted; I
know we struck against the girl,
throwing her to her knees; I know the
fellow stumbled over Harris' legs, giving me a chance to drive home one
fist square Into his face. .. I heard
him rip out a Hebrew oath, and saw
blood staining his lips. I tried to
break away from him, but It was no
use; yet the effort opened his guard
for a swift uppercut, and I let him
have It straight to the chln. He
crushed back across the table, and
hung there dangling, arms outspread
and head in a broken dish. Before I
could strike again, or even recover
my breath, the curtains were thrust
violently aside, and the
backed by a half dozen subordinates,
came tumbling In over Harris' Inert
body, Even as they stared about, I
helped the girl to her feet, and faced
them.
"What happen here, M'sleur? What
happen?" shrieked the excited Frenchman. "You keel ze men? What?"
"No; they're Just knocked out. A
little private affair, that's all." I said,
too exhausted to speak clearly. "See
side-wis- e,

head-waite-

A Hot Letter from

a Pipe Smoker

Forest City Live Stock and Fair Co.,
North Randall, Ohio,
1050

Leader-New-

s

Bldg., Cleveland,

That

0.

Lams & Brother Co., Richmond, Va.

v

Gentlemen:
I am more than surprised to discover that you are advertising Edge-wor-th
and are offering to give tome of
it away.
It has never been my policy to advise other people concerning their
business, as I have had enough to do
to take care of my own affairs. But if
I manufactured Edgeworth, I would
aee all the smokers in the world dead
and buried before I would give away
as much as a pinch of it.
Three years ago my dentist heard
me complaining because I could get no
pipe tobacco that was worth a cent a
carload. He immediately introduced
Edgeworth. If I had a million dollars
I would be almost willing to
give half the
sum for what he

.

did for me.

JKH

MM

1

Since that time
I have smoked
Edgeworth and

nothing

else.

have told a

thousand friends
about it and
they are now
all Edgeworth devotees. Pipe smokers
who come to my house go "daffy"
over my Edgeworth. Hence I cannot
understand why you have to give any-o- f

it away.

Very truly yours,
(signed) H. J. Kline.
Secretary Forest City Live Stock and
Fair Co.,
General Manager The Forest City
Fair, Secretary The Grand Circuit.
Mr. Kline has expressed surprise
that we give Edgeworth away. Yet
until a friend gave him some, he knew
nothing about its quality.
There are still thousands of
to whom Edgeworth u an
unknown quantity. That's wh we
offer samples to anyone willing to buy
a postcard to send for them.
It's good business for us to let men
unfamiliar with Edgeworth smoke it.
If these ampies didn't make regular,
happy, and often enthusiastic smokers of Edgeworth, we would stop
J)!pe-smok-

'

offer-Ingthe-

'

The above letter came to us from
Mr. Kline seven years ago. We wrote
to learn if he still held the same high

opinion of Edgeworth.. He replied:
Trojan Laundry Company,
Flint, Mich.
Gentlemen:
My opinion of Edgeworth has not
changed, for the very good reason that
Edgeworth is still the same. I would
make my endorsement stronger than
ever if I knew how to do it. .
Very truly yours,
(signed) H. J. Kline,
Ass't Sec'y & Treas. Trojan Laundry
Co.
Our offer to send samples of both
Edgeworth Plug Slice and Ready-Rubbto any man sending for them
is still open.
Both kinds pack so nicely that they
burn freely and evenly to the bottom
of the pipe.
For free samples, address Larus tc
Brother Company, 41 South 21st
Street, Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
It
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company wiH gladly send you prepaid by
n
parcel post a one-- or
carton
of any size of Edgeworth Plug Slice or
Ready-Rubbfor the lame price you
would oav the iobber.
ed
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"What

Is This, a

"

forth. "He's hiding In that booth; 1
saw him. Come on, and we'll have
the stiff cough up yet!"
I drew back swiftly, pushing the
girl behind me. There was no place
in which to hide, no chance for
escape. Perhaps I could explain, hnt,
If not, then I must fight. The two
came plunging through the opening
and faced us, the heavy curtains drop
ping behind them and shutting out all
Harris, inflamed by
view beyond.
drink, glared about as though doubt
ing the evidence of his own eyes, but
his expression was that of savage
hatred.
"H I, If they aint both of em here!
Say, this Is rich. So yon two are In
cahoots, hey? Thought you'd play me
for a d n fool, did you. Daly? Well,
I'll show you whe you're up agnlnst
yor. and yer girl.- Come now, w here's

that boodle?";

"I know nothing, ahent

It,

Harris."

"You're a liar. ' This dame went
away with Alva In his car. I saw her
fo out with him. You cough up, both

Double-Cros-

dron?"

1

And it has the
same flavor today that it had
the first time I
smoked it. I

-

When I need you again 1 will ring,
Is the bell, I presume."
"On!. M'sleur."
"All right; then leave us alone for
a while."
Neither one of us tnnclred a thing,
the coffee growing cold In the cups.
as we endeavored to distinguish what
was going on at that second table out
I came
In the main dining room.
around beside her, to where I could
peer out also beneath the curtain
fold, and thus gain glimpses of the
two men. They were talking earnest
ly, but had lowered their voices, until
thev were nearly inaudible amid the
din of the place. The Hnper and threat
hnd gone out of both voices ; hut only occasionally could we weave together
words into an understandable sentence ; these came to us detached, unrelated, as the surrounding noise
ceased suddenly, or the music came
to a pause.
"You didn't get it! Then who the
did? Me, I should say no; why
h
I never knew the old man had even
slipped him the dough. That d n
girl rode down with him. Of course
I do; I saw them go out together;
that's why I thought I was playing
safe to keep away. Somebody has
played us for suckers.
If you had
kept your d n mouth shut we'd
It easy."
Waldron broke In, stung by this last
taunt Into elevating his voice.
"What you mean, I keep my mouth
shut? So help me, Moses, I tell no
body."
"The h I you didn't! You blabbed
the whole thing to Daly. He told me
so himself. That's what I was doing
Inst night, bluffing him out."
"I tell Daly? Where you git that
stuff?-- . I ain't seen Daly for three
year... Was he In this deal? Why you
not tell me of Duly before?"
"Tell you! I never knew It until
be told me."
A waiter brushed past him, bearing
a tray, striking against one shoulder
as he passed. Harris glanced up with
a snarling oath, and, before I realized
the danger, his eyes must have caught
a glimpse of me beneath the draped
curtain. Instantly the fellow was .on
his feet, all else forgotten In a swift
wave of passion.
"There's the guy now!" he burst

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Wal-

She may not have been altogether
pleased with my. jiUSWC for.jibe'.said
no more Until. we drew, up at the hotel
entrance. She' waited whlíé.I settled
with the chauffeur, and ', we crossed
the wide pavement together.
"It may be best for you not to come in ;
one never knows."
'
'This Is not a final parting, I hope?"
"Perhaps so, perhaps not. You do
not wholly trust ine. Some day I mean
you shall.
I. felt her hand in mine, just for a
moment; then the doors opened and
closed, leaving me alone.
Good-night-

ASPIRIN
Name "Bayer" on Genuine

lAt5j

."

CHAPTER

WIiy.TIiatBad Back!

Doan't Kidney PilU. Doan't
Atk your neighbor!

A Colorado Case

N. Wood, gardener, 415" W. Douglass-Ave.- .
8. Canon City,
Colo., says: "Kidney.,
TV

Warning 1 Unless you 6ee the name
Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told in the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, .Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
Aspirin is the
sell larger packages.
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
of Sallcycacld.
Mononceticacidester
Advertisement.
Not So Alluring.
Critic Brainier Mathews said at a
Columbia tea:
"Suggestion,
rather than detail,
t
makes the most vivid picture. Detail,
Indeed, may spoil a picture completely.
"A preacher was describing heaven
to a widow whose husband had just
died. He said that the separation of
dear ones was not for long, and then
with elaborate detail he pointed the
happiness of those whom death reunited In Paradise.
"When ttie preacher stopped for
breath the widow observed thought-

fully:
"'Well, I suppose his first wife has
got him again, then.' "

CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

greatly relieved by constitutional treatHALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
ment
Is a constitutional remedy. Catarrhal
Deafness is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound pr Imperfect
hearing, and when It is entirely closed.
Deafness Is the result. Unless the Inflammation can be reduced, your hearing
HALL'S
may be destroyed
forever.
the
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through sysof
the
mucous
surfaces
on
blood
the
tem, thus reducing the Inflammation and
assisting Nature in restoring normal conIb

ditions.

Circulars free. All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.
vertisement

trouble came on when
I was working In a
field and I couldn't go
because of the. weakness In my back.
When I worked In the, Thí
sun I became weak
and nervous. Sharp V
catches darted across, L.
! TES
the small of my shoul
ders. Doan's Kidney
Pills gave me quick
relief.'
Gat Dean's at Any Stole, 60e s Bos

u

DOAN'S-

FOSTER -- MILBURN

"Statistics."
"Statistics? What's that got to do
with It?"
"Yes; I hey say that five hours of
work a day Is enough to supply eacli
member of the community with a living, provided the work be equally

"f "mV
BUFFALO,

waiter-guardian-

blood-staine-

semi-darkne-

and Keeps it Clear
Soap 2Sc, Ointment 2$ ana 50c, Talcas 25c.

BETTER
DEAD
Life is a burden when the body
is racked with pain. Everything
worries and the victim becomes
despondent and dov.' "icarted. To
bring back the sunshine take

COLDIIEDAL

of Holland for over
200 years; it is an enemy of all pains re-

The National Remedy

sulting from kidney, liver and uric add
troubles. AU druggists, three sizes.
Look for the mm Cold Modal oa every bos
and accept no imitatfoa

The Difference.

" Miss Lena Ashwell's part in "Mrs.
Pane's Defense" was one night taken
by an understudy. In the audience '
was a warm admirer of Miss Ashwell,
who wept bitterly as the piece continued. "It is lucky for you Miss
Isn't playing," suld her friend.
"If this moves you so much, you
wouldn't be able to stand that." "Miss
Ashwell not playing?" said the admirer, and at once began to dry her
tears with a resentful expression.
Ash-we-

ll

Perfectly Healthy.
son you speuk of ado"Is
this
"Well. I'm the only one in five In
lescent?"
my family that labors. So, If statis"No; he's as healthy as any boy yon
tics are true, to support the crowd I've ever saw."
shared

by all.

got to work 25 hours a day."

Evolution of a Name.
"I thought your wife's name

was

Elizabeth?"
"So it Is."
"Then why do you call her Peggy?"
"Short for Pegasa."
"What has that got to do with It?"
"Why, Pegasa Is feminine for Pegasus."
"Well?"
"Well, Pegasus Is an Immortal

Life never rises nny higher than the
belief. The man who believes wrong
will behave wrong.

llSTRIEM
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three-year-ol-

.

toasted

d

TO seal
the
delicious
Burley

.flavor

,

get-awa-

f,

'

N. Y.

Cuticura Soap
Clears the Skin

Ad-

Better Retire.
"I'm discouraged and tired of life."
declared the head of the family.
"Why so despondent?"
asked his
"
friend.

CO-

here, M'sleur," and I thrust the first
bill I could reach Into his hand. "Hush
this up, will you, and let the ludy
steed."
and me get out of here."
"What of that?"
He dashed about frantically, wring"Sh! Not so loud. She's In the
ing Ills hands and gesticulating.
next room. You see, an Immortal
shall be so. There
"Oui, oul!
steed is nn everlasting nag, and there
ees to be no trouble, no police. Ze
you are!"
men attack you, M'sleur Daly I see
eet all ; you protect ze Madame. There
Correct English.
!
Fran-colbe no noise, no peestal-r-bie- n
A Franklin mother had been teachhelp
you
ze
ludy
an'
will
Jules,
ing her
son correct Engze gentleman to go quick."
lish and told him he must never say
s
held back
The two
"ain't."
the curtains for us to pass through.
One day, while eating his dinner, he
The muln dining room was not as disstopped abruptly and said :
turbed as I anticipated it might be.
"Mother, you mustn't ever' say
As we came forth and made our way
'ain't,' for it's a naughty word."
it
down the aisle under escort, we were
"Yes," ald tflother, "you are right,
gazed at curiously, but no demonstraRobert, but what shall I say?"
'
tion followed.
He. looked puzzled and then his face
A group of waiters stood before the
lighted up ami he replied :
.....
.
outer loor, .evidently collected there
"Why, mother, you must say 'scuse
me,' " meaning "excuse me." Indianto prevent any alarm from reaching
apolis News.
the outside. To the signal of Francois
-these stepped"" aside, permitting us to
pass" through Into the vestibule,
Personal Exemption.
1
Mrs. Henpeck
assisted my companion Into her
Hereafter, bring
me ycur pay envelope as It is handed
coat, and" then hastily struggled Into
'
'
you, unbroken.
my own. She was pale, but her eyes
There's a shortage
Once you've
here. Explain.
met my own bravely, and her hand
enjoyed
Mr. Henpeck (bravely) I took out
touched my arm as we went up the
my car fare and lunch money, wlil-jtoasted flavor
steps. Above, all remained quiet and
under the Income tax law I Interpret
dark.
you will alas my personal exemption. New York
"What next?" I asked.
ways want it
Sun.
"I believe there are taxis around the
corner."
Why would the average man rather
"Good; I would prefer riding to
be charged with malice than with mak-In- g
walking, myself. Where do you wish
'
a 1)1 under?
to be taken?"
."Back to the hotel, please."
National progress Is the sura of Inof the cab I
In the
dividual Industry and energy.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
felt her hand touch' mine gently, as
though half afraid.
"Oh. I was so frightened so sorry
to have brought you there. It was all
my fault. The Russian had a knife."
"My fair face was my fortune once
"Yes, I know; 1 caught a glimmer
But everybody know
of It, hut he went down and out for
the count before It could be used.
That since that box of 'Faultless' came,
1
There Is nothing to worry over now."
My fortune's in my clothes."
'"They did not get the money?"'
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"No, that I clear enough. Somebody got the bulge on them, and they
It Is a poor policy to buy books for
nre very properly sore. Yu heard the sake of the colored covers, or tc
make friend
)r the sake of their
Harris swear you left with Alva."
"Harris knows nothing about it; you clothes.
must believe me."
When love meanders down the ava"I Intend to certainly as against
gue common sense sneaks up an alley.
Harris."

It

have

helped thousands and should help you.

X

The Proof of Murder The Back Room
'
of Costigan's
I watched her through the glass
doors until she vanished among the
crowd In the lobby. I could not permit her to go away like this; to get
beyond my sight and knowledge yet
I hesitated too long, until she had
merged into the swirling crowd and
was lost.
It was Indeed a strange feeling of
loneliness which swept over nie in
that moment. Never before had I felt
such deptli of Interest in a woman, or
experienced
such regret at parting.
With no apparent effort, seemingly utterly Indifferent, she had nevertheless
become intwlned with my life, her
presence a necessity for my happiness.
The soft pressure of, her body, the
touch of her hand, was intoxication;
the glance of her eyes sent the warm
blood pulsing through my veins. She
hnd become to me an inspiration, a
memory to dream over, a hope no
longer to be resisted.
This was strange, so strange as to
be beyond understanding. I argued
it with myself, but to no result. The
fact would not be denied. Here was
and
an unknown woman, original
beautiful, to be sure, yet one whose
very identity was shrouded In mystery. To all appearances she was actively engaged in conspiracy against
the government of Chile, in a crime
against human life. She was unquestionably the authorized
agent of a
gang of revolutionary plotters I had
witnessed their reception of her as
one of their own, and could not douht;
the evidence, of my own eyes. She
had borne them instructions, and stood
In their midst,
In seeret conclave,
speaking as one having authority.
More than that, even, she had refused
to deny this connection, to reveal her
name, or acknowledge any other purpose. She had used me to further her
ends, whatever they might he, preying upon my personal Interest In her,
and yet refusing to lift a single fold
of this curtain of mystery.
What could it mean, but that she
was ecretly ashamed to permit of my
full understanding? The thought of
the stolen money, the murder of Alva,
recurred to tne; the invitation I had
overheard for her to accompany him
on his fatal trip, and her acceptance; the positive assertion of Harris
that she had done so; her confessed
knowledge that the money had actually been given Into the possession of
the Chilean captain; the nature of the
weapon with which he had been
killed; her remaining In New York InI
stead of returning to Washington.
could not blot these things out, no
matter how hard I endeavored to
I
reconcile them with her denials.
trusted her; I would continue to trust
her against the world, yet deep down
in my heurt lingered a question unanswered.
If she was honest, square,
actuated by some worthy purpose, why
did she still refuse to confide in mel
Surely I had been sufficiently tested
and she knew who I was. If she was
the sister of a classmate whom I kuew
and loved, what necessity remained
for the concealment of her name?
What, Indeed, except shame at the
part she was playing In this sordid
drama of life? Some of my earlier
suspicion had been eradicated, for now
It was clearly demonstrated that it
could not have been her knife which
hnd pierced Alva's heart. Whatever
else I might believe against her, this
evidence no longer existed, for she
still wore the dagger in her hat. Peculiar as the design was, the weapon
locked In my valise, which 1 had
picked tip
on the floor
of the car, was not hers; it had been
wielded in Its deadly .work, by some
other hand. But whose? Did she
know? Did she even suspect the assassin? Was she even now endeavoring to conceal his identity? These
I could
questions
only partially drive them back by
memory of the girl herself; it was
impossible to recall hen vividly to
mind,, and yet associnte her with so
foul a crime,
I
was still Immersed i In such
thoughtsmentally struggling for her
honor, and my own justification, when
I finally attained the quiet of my room.
I was squarely up against a stone
wall; there was no light perceptible
anywhere.
Neither Harris nor Waldron was guilty of this crime; they
were obliterated from further consideration. These two worthies had
undoubtedly done their best, but had
been outgeneraled by some one else;
and, whoever that other might be, he
had made a clear
leaving
not even a lurking suspicion behind
him. It was the job of a mnster-thlean expert In crime or else had been
accomplished through the blind luck
of some one whose very Identity
cloaked any possibility of. suspicion.

I backache keeping you miserable?
Are you "all played out," without
strength or vigor for your work? Thea
find what is causing the trouble and
eorrect it, Likely, it's your kidneys!
You have probably been working too
hard and neglecting rest and exercise.
Your kidneys have slowed up and poisons have accumulated. That, then, is
the cause of the backache, headaches,
dizziness and bladder irregularities. Use

vfcid i

the
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qg If Vitsy
It's pretty easy for the farmer
to jump in his automobile andi

thitf

LOTS OF THINGS

Aral stilll the wheat rolk into
g
town in a
stream.
Politics is becoming the

ARE STARTED)

never-endin-
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subject of the community and sentiment fot Bursum
is growing daily:,

ice.

that are never finished, but,
a thing finished that wasn't started..
The soonera th ing is started, thenthere-never-wa-

s

The County Commissioners;
held a meeting and appointed
we Accomplish the Undertaking;
the election judges in the variThis applies in a special way to the opeous precincts of the county. th at a bargain.
ning
of BANK ACCOUNTS. The sooner-thM.
AsHon.
County
Baca,,
J.
Paul Roeber,
account is opened the sooner the funds
sessor made- - a business trip tf
Mills, New Miexiso De
begin to accumulate; and while it is never'
Haven the latter part of last
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
week, returning Monday combiyou can begin will not be any ahead of
Do you want to sell or buy ning business and pleasure in a
time.
some land, I can handle it 'for visit to his ranck home.
Cjuite
Mosquero
number
a
of
you one way o rthe other, write
You will agree with us, we are sure, that
7
citi.ens attended the big roundme at Mills, N. M.
is
the simple truth.
up atTucumcari while others
J. B. Proctor,
took In the Labor Day CelebraWe are opening up new accounts every
at
tion
All report a pleAbbott.
day,
let yur's be next. You can open up an
3 Yearling heifSTRAYED
asant and profitable trip.
acount for any amount, find we pay inteers 2 red poll and 1 roan durham
Hon. IL H. Errett and A. Mierest on TIME DEPOSITS.
Brand Barr 77 on right shoulder. ra of Clayton, were visiting Mosquero, Roy and other parts of
Ben Wright
Notify
county, in the interest of
the
Roy, New Mexico, R.F.D. A
the Bursum Clubs. They succFIRST NATIONAL BANK
Bring your VLLCANIZING to eeded in organising several Clubs in different parts of the couCapital and Surplus $60,000.00
CITIZENS
BANK
the Service Garage; they do the nty.
These Clubs are
steam.
work
with
MEMBKK FEDKUAIjKESKKVE BANK
being composed of citizens
Mills, New Mexico.
who
believe that the best inte'
COAI!, COAL! AT THE rests of New Mexico demand th&
A good bank for everyone "
.4 ESA
of Senator Bursum,
The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.
regradless of politics.
PANY'S ELEVATOR.
Master Alfred Brown, left for
Roswell Sunday, traveling by
auto with his uncle, Mr. Claude
Estill, to Amarillo, Texas, weher
he will continue his journey by
for
agency
the
taken
Ihave
PARENT - TEACHERS' ASSOrail
road over the Santa Fe. He
NOTICE K. P. MEMBERS
CIATION ORGANIZED one of the strongest Fire Insu- will commence his
studies at the
rance Companies doingjousiness
All members of thg K. P. Lo- Military
year. BeInstitute
this
"glad
to
A number of ladies of Hoy in the State and will be
dae are requested to meet next
ing th efirst time that he has
Monday evening September 12th met at the Baptist Church last insure your property against been away from home by him(Incorporated ,and Bonded.)
at the I.O.O.F. Hall. Business of Friday evening September 2nd fire, lightning, tornados etc.
self he was somewhat sad and
importance demands your atten for the purpose of organizing a
downhearted at the prospect, but
I also insure farm property.
ABSTRACTS FURNISHED PROMPTLY ON ALL
tion Everv body come out, we Parent - Teachers' Association.
hardly more so than hisfather
patronage.
your
appreciate
I
was
Mrs.
S.Brown
elected
Fred
need you.
I
and mother.
LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY.
Presdent; Mrs. F.A.Roy, First F.H. Foster,
Roy, N. M.
J. C. Hester, K.R.S.
Bursum delivered an
Senator
V. V. Carris, C.C. Vice President ; Mrs. C.LJustice
Moable and eloquent address at
Second Vice President ; Mrs. RiInsurance of all kinds.
squero Friday night in which he
RESTAURANT
NEW
Miss Anna Branch of Dawson chard Kilmurry. Third Vce Presdiscussed the vital questions of
Special attention given to examining titles.
is visiting relatives and friends ident; Mrs. J.E.Brown, Secretathe day that are demanding the
Mrs. Minnie Horn has leased
in Roy this week and enjoying ry ; Mrs. Minnie Rhyne, TreasuCongress
S.
U.
of
the
attention
rer; and Mrs. M.C.IIendrcks,Re-porte- r. two rooms in the Lucero build- and also cautioned the voters on
a much needed rest.
Conveyances.
f ' !?- ing and will open up a first class some of
points
should
the
that
' The purpose of the organizat- restaurant and short order. She
Mosquero, New Mexico
Le considered in casting an
PUBLIC SALE
ion is to study the child's welfa- will be ready for business next
vote on the amendments
body and mind Monday, and will serve regular
come before the people at
Having decided to quit farm re. The child's
t'.iat
experieshould be developed and trained meals. Mrs. Horn is an
the September eleltion. He was
ing for a while, I .will offer at
to meet the problems of life. The nced cook and a restaurant lady
2
place,
my
by District
followed
puolic auction at
puparents and teachers should wo- and asks for a portion of the
who produced in an
mile south and 3 east of Mills,
Watch the
together and understand each blics trade.
able argument,the reasons for
and 9 miles nortli of Roy, on rk
problems. next week- for her advertisement
Tuesday, September 13th. 1921 other and each others
eturning Senator Bursum to the
Adv.
Everyone
who
in
is
interested
beginning at 10 o'clock A.M. sha- buildng
Senate
and needless to say he
a real school in Roy shorp, the following;
convneed
the majority of those
WANTED 150 farmers from present', that the needs of the
12 Head uld become a member of this
47 Head of Cattle,
Association.
this neighborhood to ship CRE- stateancl community absolutely
of Horses and Mules, One Ford
AM to TRINIDAD CREAMERY demanded the
Grof the
Touring Car, Hogs, Poultry,
HONEST TEST - CORRECT
Why not own a hojrce in the most wonderful spot on thes
ain, Harness, Farm Implements, WEIGHT - GOOD SERVICE COMPANY. A bigger check gua: Senator. "'A short address by
Adv. Senator Mitchell closed the prolanteed.
Etc.
when you ship CREAM to TRINorth American Continent.
TERMS 14 months time with
gram.
CREAMERY
NIDAD
Come in and talk over a SampMr. and Mrs, Stutz, are the
out interest, 10 percent discount
We have some of the best bargains in land in the vicinity
on cash sums over $10.00, under
son Tractor with the F.S. Brown proud possessors of a new heir
be
can
tractors
These
Co.
hand.
Daniels
recently arrived at the
$10.00 cash in
of Roy, New Mexico, "that can be had anywhere.
We have vei vi
If you are in need of a good Motor
Barney Regoni, Owner. tractor, see the J. B. Proctor ad delivered promptly and sold on hospital.
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Some
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prices.
land and some virgin soil.
Mrs. E. F. Gallegos, left for
easy payments.
Free .lunch at noon, bring cups. elsewhere in the S.A.
Santa Fe Sunday accompanying
the children of her sister-in-laTERMS TO SUIT PURCHASER.
Mrs. Nestor s. Baca and her own
schools
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to
girl
the
little
Address, all inquiries to
where they will remain during
term,
the coming school
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could equal that Mills correspon
dent for genuine ability in tak
KOx. NEW MEXICO.
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ing our fondest hopes. We had
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Row Binder, used only one
One McCormick Mower,, bo

run to town when he has a
at the bankr but is is
easier to just drop a note im the
mail and let the carrier bring it
in. This bank wül give your
mailed instructions the most particular attention and we want
all our customers to feel at liberty to hand us any desired directions by mail with the assurance that the same will be attended to promptly and carefu1-llMail your checks for deposit, your orders for bank drafts,
your remittances for notes due.
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FOR THT FARMERS
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he very much appreciated.

r. llostfltt er arrived Satiir- day from 3ett lÓkla. with a car
of household ffOQds." horses, ma
chinery etc, where he expects to
make his future home on a: farm

OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE AND WE WILL
BE PREPARED TO FILL ALL ORDERS
PROMPTLY.

LIST OF BOOKS IN USE IN RURAL

First Grade
Primer
Modern Primary Arithmetic
S. & M- - First Reader
S. and M.

near Chico.

SCHOOLS 1921

O- - W. Kerr roí Wichita, 'Kans,
was in town Friday of' last week
with an auto load of prospective

.

...........

$

'

land buyers.
Arch Fisher wso has been 'Vi
siting relatives here, left Friday
lor ins home in uregon.
C. D Cheney mS iamily
dinner guests at the
A. Ü. llurford home.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Hurford
left Friday ' for their home in
Erick, Okla. after an extended
visit here with relatives..

65

.88
80

Sedond Grade

we'-Smsda-

.88

Modern Primary Arithmetic
S. Si M. Second Reader

90

Third Grade
Modern Primary Arithmetic
Beginner's .Book in Language
Around The 'World With The Children
S. & M. Third Reader
Fourth Grade
Modern Primary Arithmetic
Beginner's Book In Language
Around The World With The Children
New World SpeIU-r- . Eook II
Elson's Fourth Reader

Fifth Grade
Modem' Arithmetic intermediate
Oral & Written English Book I
Essentials Of Geography Eook 1
Hvgiene & Health Book J
New World Speller Book J 1

. .

. .

.

.

Natures Studv Agriculture
,
Elson's Fifth Reader
Sixth Grade
Modem Arithmetic Intermediate
Oral & Written English Book I
Essentials Of Geography Book 1

88
60
.72
1.05
83
60
.72
.63
1.05

Mrs. R. S. Culbertson and son

f

92
.80
1.40
S3
68
1.68

.

Seventh Grade.
Modem Arithmetic Upper
Oral & Written English Bool; II
Essentials Of Geography Book II
First Eook In American History
Physiology & Hygiene Book II
New World Speller Book III
Benson & Bett's Agriculture
Ellison's Seventh Reader , ,

.92

96
1.00
1.96
1.60
1.20

1.50
68
1.20
1.00

resign on account of sickness.
We hope for her speedy recovery
Prof. Carnes was a Sunday
dinner guest at the C. E.
b
home.
Several people from here at
tended the picnic at Abbott Monday and enjoyed the fine barbecue dinner.
Miss Thelma Cochrane retur
ned home last week from
where she has been visiting, frends since school Vas
out at Las Vegas.
Ira Tedford returned Thurs
day from Ark. where he had
been to look at the country, but
was not very favorably impres
sed with the same.
Mrs. O. B. Moon is enioving
a visit with her sister who came
Saturday from Seatle Washing
ton.
H. B. Alberston has bought
one half interest in the printing
press and will endeavor again to
please his patrons in the newspaper line. He has had vast ex
perience as an editor and we assure him success.
Mrs. Ethel Lohn returned to
her duties as saleslady at the
Wilco store Monday, after being
in a hospital.
Misses Grace and Hattie CarHoi-com-

Floersheim Mercantile Company

Albu-auerqu-

.78

MWmñh&m

if

'

1700 F. Q. B, Roy

Ford Again Lowers Prices
.

FORD CAR ALSO LOWERS WORLD'S RECORD IN
DARING DASH UP PIKE'S PEAK
The. $10,000 Penrose cup was won Monday by Glen
Shultx, driving a Ford car in the 13 mile Free for All hill
climbing race to the summit of Pike's Peak, covering the
or more than two minutes ahead
distance in 17: 39
This again
of the closest of the other 29 cars entered.
demonstrates that For4 cars are superior when it corns
to a "Show Down."
NEW PRICES
F.O.B. Detroit, Mich.
$355,00
Touring Car
í
$325,00
.
;.
Rcnaboot
$595.00
.
Coupe
1-- 5,

.

Sedan
Truck

..... .....
.... . .....

life-sav-

lf

er

"

.

96
1.00
195
1.20
1.02
68
1.20
96

Eighth Grace
Moder Arithmetic Upper
Oral & Written English Book II
Essentials Of Geography Book II
History Of American People
Lapp's Elements Of Civics
Vaughn's History & Civics of New Mexico
New World Speller Book III
Benson & Bott's Agriculture
Ellison's Eighth Reader
TERMS CASH

Ibeen

.

Natures Study Agriculture
.

passed by congress and signed by President Harding..
billions of f
resources of two ahd one-haUnited
during the
States
of
the
growers
stock
dollars for financing the farmers and live
the next two years.1. The law s in force and Managing Director .Meyerof the War Finance corporation, has announced that it wiB be in active .operation within three or four weeks or just as
quickly as the vast machinery necessary for its operation can be perfected.
When copies of the Agricultural Credits law reached New Mexico last week me of the leading:
bankers of the state after studying it with care, said:
"This law is a
for thi farmers and stockmen of New Mexico and the west IT will enable our banks, now overloaded with farm and livestock loans, to pass on to the War Finance corporation to be earned by it during the period while the producers are 'growing out' of the hole into which they were dumped by contraction of prices and credits last year. The vast sums thus
released will beepme availablefor the current credit requirements of farmers, stock growers and!
general business. It Should serve to completiy relieve the financial stringency and. it absolutely
insures an abundant credit for carrying on the le gímate operations of every responsible farmer
and livestock grower. The banks had reached the limit of their ability to carry the producers of
grain and meat animals. This law establishes a new and ample limit of credit within which every
producer can have his necessary financial requirements provided for, with time enough to repay
them from the product of his farm and range."
Credits Jaw has
THE Agricultural
available to the War Finance omporaticm

m

02
.80
1.40
1.02
68

Ellison's Sixth Reader

" MhX HAY

NKVV

Robert, arrived here Saturday
from Terre Haute, Ind. to join ' Tis law is precisly what Senator Bursum said it would be when he returned home from WashMr. Culbertson and make a n.ey ington last month, after its passage had become assured:
home in the west.
THE GREATEST FINANCIAL RELIEF MEASURE IN THE HISTORY OF GOVERNMENTS.''
C. A. and M. H. Smith, went
The Agricultural Credits law is the response of the Harcing administration to the cal! of west-eto Miami Saturday where they
livestock growers and farmers, for relief from a desperate financial situation brought on by
will spend a few days while C.A.
attends to matters of business conditons over which they had no control. The President, in his campaign last year, promised
and M. II. recovers his tent the producers of the west practical and adequate relief from the intolerable financial situation inby the unwis ?e policies of the preceding administration. That
which he says he forgot and left to which they had been thrown
there not long ago. We did not promise has Leen kept in this law.
Know mat they had any "soak
Go and ask your.own banker for his opinion. If a copy of the Agricultural Credits law has reashops" in Miami.
ched him, or if he has had an opportunity to become familiar with its provisions, he will tell you
Mrs. 11, J. Wyatt was quite
that the law will do for you the farmer and stock growers and business men of New Mexico; exsick last Sunday, but is reported actly what is stated above.
to be improving.
There has been no partisanship in the national policy that dictated the terms of this law. Jt.
There is a strong talk of a
new garage and blacksmithshop became necessary for the national government to find ti way to rescue the grain and meat and
wool producers of this nation from the ruin that threatened many and from the long period of
going up in Mills.
J. Winch left Thursday for depression and restricted credits that burdened all. The Harding administration found that way
Arcade N. Y. where he will sp- ;o relief in the Agriculture Credits law. Western senators framed it. Western senators secured
.
end a short tme on business and its passage, with the backing of the President.
then bring his family back with
During the first month he was in Washington, Senator Bursum proposed a credit relief biil for
him to make their future home
the
relief of livestock growers, whose desperate situation he. knew from personal experience as
here.
,
of cattle and sheepi The bill contained t he principle and suggested the machinery later
grower
a
Geo. Hall of near Gladstone,
in the Agricultural Credits law. Bursu m's proposal resulted immediately in the $50.000,
perfected
was in town last Saturday after Ü00
livestock loan pool, which stopped the flood of forced liquidation of livestock loans, and as an
lumber to partition the J. A. Huemergency measure, saved the livestock indus-tr- y
from an overwhelming disaster. nter amusement hall preparatory to having school in same.
BURSUM'S BILL PROPOSING RELIEF THROUGH CRsDITS PROVIDED FOR THE USE
E. D. Bartmess bought three OF THE WAR FINANCE CORPORATION, LED DIRECTLY TO THE GREAT AGRICULTUshoats of W. F. Burris last week. RAL CREDITS LAW.
Some friends who live in Daw-- .
The Agricultural Credits law, as originally framed, was designed only to aid in foreign market- son sent Mrs. Wm. Maxwell pre
ting
of grain. Middle western senators immedia tely proposed to broaden it to finance the operapaid 100 lbs of cabbage last Sation
grain growing, in states where needed.
of
turday.
If there is anything
better than a friend it is two
SENATOR BURSUM INSTANTLY AND INSISTENTLY THAT THE DEMANDED ADEQUfriends.
ATE RELIEF OF THE LIVESTOCK GROWER o wAS
ESSENTIAL TO NATIONAL PROSAll of our school teachers ar- PERITY AS RELIEF FOR GRAIN GROWERS. THE ENTIRE GROUP OF WESTERN SENArived last week but Miss Jessie TORS AGREED WITH THAT VIEW AND BACKED IT. THE RESULT WAS THE INSERTION
Fender who was compelled to Or SECTION 24 OF THE ACT, WHICH EXTE NDS ITS PROVISIONS TO GROWERS OF LI-

S3

Physiology x Hygiene Eook II
New World Speller Book III

y

ATVTH
aillf..uCTirMFN
vviiii"! flF

;

,

e.

ter, left Tuesday for Raton where they will attend school. Orval
Bailey left Tuesdaj Jor Texas,
for the sanfe purpose.
L. IL and FredBurton have
rented landJf Messrs Smith,
r lemming .anp;?; ttogers, ejeyen
miles north wesiof GlagjQne,
and will move fch':eame the first

VESTOCK AND GIVES TO THE STOCKMEN THE SAME BROAD AND PERMANENT
NANCIAL RELIEF THAT IS PROVIDED FOR FARMERS.

FI-

The Agricultural Credits bill is now a law. Re lief under its provisions will be available within

thirty days. There are extensive details of admi nistration to be perfected ; and much of the effectiveness of the law and the promptness with which it will function will depend upon that detail of
administration,

"

v

There remains but one step necessary to bring to New Mexico swiftly and surely, the fullest

lenefits from the Agricultural Credits law. Tha t is to return to Washington and to the senate
the man who helped to frame and pass the law, who led the fight to include the. livestock growers in its benefits on an esual basis with the farmers, and who knows intimately the conditions
both of the operation and administration of the law. and the conditions upon the farms and ranges of every section of New Mexico.
,

That man is Holm O. Bursum. Bursum is a farmer and a livestock grower. He knows how pressing are the needs of New Mexico farmers and stockmen for the relief this law provides. He
knows that they need that relief NOW. He not only knows these needs, but he has the energy,
ability and determination to see to it that New Mexico farmers and livestock growers are provided
for immediately the benefits of theiaw become available. As a member of the majority party
and a supporter of the national adminstration his personal equipment to perform this vital service
will be backed by hearty coopertion throughout the whole machinery of the government. He can
and will get the result and the speedy action that is needed.
There s no partisan politics in your choice of a senator. No national issue, no party principles
are at stake. None will be during the three and
years during which the senator you are
about to 3ct will serve. The national policies h ave been determined. This Agricultural Credits,
law, and the two and
billions behind it, is one of those policies. It remains for us in our
own personal interest, for the relief of our princi pal industries and for the prosperity
and welfare
of our state, to chose the man who tan make tho se established principles and this beneficent
t
effective for the relief of the business and industries of our own state.
Bursum is going to be elected. He is a candid ate on the Republican ticket. His party is united
behind him in every county in the state. His accomplishments in his brief service in
the senate
have enlisted public sentiment for him. He has established himself in a powerful position in
the
senate as a strong, courageous, useful member. We, the voters of New Mexico, can
further strengthen his position and further establish his influence and capacity for service to us and
to the nation by returning him to the senate with a majority so overwhelming that it will say to Congress
and the administration: "here is a man we can trust; here is a man we know can
us the maximum of practical service. .You can trust him to do the same for the and will rive
nation."
VAs plajn,
in behalf of your-ow- n
personal wel-fare fend prosperity, give your vote to swell the m ajority of Holm O. Bursum so
he mav
that
to the senate with notice to the nation that he is returned
the
but
of
whole
the
people of a greattate who need
liticparty,
aVwhWxpect it from.himfrpm the government of which he is a part
; V
one-ha- lf

one-ha- lf

law-mos-

re-tu-rn

pnmiiiíl.MaZSte5i5S

' :
of October.
REPUBLICAN
Ánsley
... , Mrs. S.
has for her
jyy v. PHILLIPS. Chairman.
STATE ASSOCIATION OF BURSUM CLUBS,
'By DAVID R. BOYD, President
'gWSf this: week her mother,, fa
$tt0j0O""' ther andsister Mrs. Mason Cha$445.00 .
se of Sprmgerf
Karl GiithvnAn u is tthe new
Yes we,'re late this week, but
Mr. P T. Gibson, the Roy
Geo. Cockrell came over Satu- "Devil at the S-Car
KarHwas we
-the;"de--

,

CAMPAIGN-COMMITTEE-
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canThelp it. With

.

t
rday from
drill.
Geo.
looks very
a wheat
familar on this side of the river
as he formerly lived east of Mills
and he therefore knows he 'can
save money by trading with our
merchants.
Colmore,-andtoough-
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A,-- sevechief printer for the
vil sone, the Associate Editor in another lin.
ral years ago when É. 5. H. Roy
p "uwhtos, win- i
was editor and. has worned in sick a btby in the home of the ch he intends to follow while he
various other print shops. HeiEdityr .and a two', pajge-- suppl ia not doing anycarpenter work.
is gettmjf the rust rubbed off 'ment for the fair to be gotten He has taken oxtt- the 5 Henry'
and Snll soon be a full fledged out, all taketf ,time. But wé aré Baker interest of the Judy &
" '
;
' finally out anyway.
Baker Co.
"Devil.' ' r'

:
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ELECTION PROCLAMATION

Virginia McClure' and L. D.

Wil- MRS.CAL JONES atiA nAlTnil.
liams. Election to be held &t TER CALLIE HURT BY AUTO
'"WHEREAS On the 6th day of School house. ; , '
June A. D. 1921, The Governor ... Precinct No. 5. Nicolas Lovato
Mrs. Cal Jones and daughter
of New Mexico, The Honorable, Albino Jaramillo and George M. Callie were run over by an auto
Merrit C. Mechera,, issued a Pro- Yatea. Election to be held at at the stret crossing near the ;
clamation Calling for a Special George M. Yates house.
wenrock hotel m Tucumcari
Election, to be held on the 20th
Precinct No. 6. J. R. Kerlin, last Monday evening. They had
day of September, A. D. 1921, Alfredo Gonzales and Eduardo been to Roy" visiting ; relatives
in the State of.Néty Merico, for Sandoval. Election to be held at and had gone down on the" Pol- ly and
the purpose of VDting for a Uni- Dellaven school house.
were just leaving the deted States Senator, to fill the
No.
7.
B.
Eugenio
pot when the car came from the
Precinct
Vacancy of the unerpired term Gallegos. Faustin Hernandez and east running into them at the
of Senator Albert B. Fall, and Wm. R, Bradley. Election to be crossing. Mrs. Jones saw that it
also to vote on the amendments held at Bradley school house.
was impossible to dodge the fast
of the State Constitution, subPrecinct No. 8. Simon Belarde, moving car and pushed her little
mitted to the voters of the Sta- Eusebio Montano and T. J. Her- daughter to one side, but before
te of New Mexico, by the last man. Election to be held at Al- .she could clear her from the car,
State Legislature.
bert school house.
thé little" girl was struck by one
NOW, THEREFORE, In comPrecinct No. 9. J. H. Wilcox, fender, Mrs. Jones was thrown
pliance with the above Procla- Paz Ortiz and J. A. McKmtosh. to the ground and the wheel pasmation, we the Board of County Election to be held at Davis sch- sed over her chest. Both were
Commissioners of New Mexico, ool httiise.
carried into the Glenrock and
;do, ordain and Proclaim a genePrecinct No. 10. Nicolas Virgil, cared for by Dr. Gibbs of Roy,
ral Election, to be held through
A. Vigil and Fulgencio C. de who happenedto be at the &pot
out the County, m the 20tH, day Baca. Election to be held &'t Ju-á- n when the accident happens and
of- - September, A.D.
1921, for
Vigil house.
Dr. Docy of Tcccrncsil Later
the purpose of Electing One UniPrecinct No. 11. Jos Ihes Vi- in the evening tiity were taken
ted States Senator, to fill the gil, Demetrio Cordova and Oscar to their ho;nts vA'cre they ara
unexpired term of former Uni- McKee. Eledloa to he "held at both reported cot of dagger,
o
ted States Senator Albert B. Lower Mosquero Sctool house.
they are suffering very muFall, and also to vote on the folPrecinct No. 12. Manuel Fuen- ch from the "bruises.
lowing Goustaiaítidfííd Amendme- tes, O. O. Osbowi áhd Mrs. RoThe party that ran over them
nts, submitted "to the 'voters of bert Rogers. .Election to be held claimed he was dodging a bicythe State oí New MexiCoby th'e at O.O. Osbom house.
cle and did not notice them coProcopio
last State Legislature, as follows
Precinct No.
ming.
Constitutional Amendment
Mrs. Jones is a daughter of
Victor Martinez and H. II.
No. 1, for an Amendment of Se- Kenogg. Election to be held at Mrs. M. C. Leach f west of Roy,
'
ction .2 of Article VII of the Co- 'Alamosa School house.
and had been visiting her mo- nstitution of the State of New
Precinct No. 14. Eligió Marti- ther for several 'days and was
Mexisa 'Constitutional Amend- nez, Elfiffo Gallegos and George just returning "home when the
ment No.2 for an Amendment to Hayoes. Elacíión to be held sit accident occured.
Section 22 of Article II of the Eligió Martinez house.
'
State Constitution of the State
Precinct No. 15. J. G. TompThe Fair opens Thursday the
of New Mexico. Constitutional kins, Walter' Tompkins and M. T. Fifteenth with a bang.
Amendment No. 3 for an Amen- Nix. Election to be held at
Nearly two thousand dollars
dment to Section 1 of Article V Residence of Walter Tompkins. worth of merchandise will be 'giof the Constitution' of the State
Precinct No. 16. Wm. May turn, ven away by merchants, jobbers
of New .Mexico. Constitutional Valentine Blea and Lawrence and manufacturers all over' the
Amendment No. 4 for an Amen- Swayer. Election to be. held at country..
dment to Section 5 of Article Wm. Maytum house.
You should ibe one jf thi- ".rVIII of the Constitution of the
Precinct No. 17. C. L. Woods. ecipients. It as the means by
State of JsEew .Mexico. Constitu- D. B. Atkins and J. M. Bentley. which we merchants and our
tional Amendment No. 5 an Am- Election :.to be held at School men who sell to us can talk to
endment ito Article XI of the house.
you by actions.
Constitution of the State of New Precinct No. 18. Tito Vigil
The gate fees will be small.
Mexico entitled ' "Corporations Ricardo D. Casados and Pedro On'v 50 cents per day will be cha
other than Municipal" by ad- Tixier. Election to be held al Irged. The program, races and
ding thereto nine w section to be Salado.School house.
Ball games, ordinarily would
Constitutional
numbered jI9.
cost ym 1 .oO per day. The gaNo. 6 to Amend
Amendment
XheSaptist Ladies Missionery te receipts will no more tlixn pay
Section 3 of Article XX, and Knr.ipiv met at the home of Mra. for the rental of tents and lum- Seition '5,. Article IV, of the Con- JL A. JPendleton Thursday after- ber.
stituirán yof vtrke State of New noon. Quiet a number of ladies
A fine 'blue enamel kitchen
Mexico. '.Constitutional Amend- fere present, and after their re- range worth $125:00, donated 'by'
ment No. 7 an Amendment to gular routine, the hostess served lion tgomry "Ward & Co., of KanArticle VIII tof the Constitution a very nice lunch which was ap- sas City, Mo., and six dozen Enof thfi State offlNew Merico, En- -' preciated by all that wtre pre- ters Safety jRadors, given by
titiafl "'Public Xands".
Consti sent
. ; ..
Enaer Sales (Co. of New Tork,
tutional Amendment No. 8 an
will ibe given away on if he íáir
Amendment to Section 2 of Argravmds ;and (every man and woticle VIII of the State of New
man who comes to the fair has.
Mexico. Constitutional AmendCOMPLICATED SIGNALS
an etiraal chance on them. Rem- -,
ment So. ;9 ran Amendment of
ember the prizes and ask the,
(Complicated systems of band
Section 12 of Article Nine of the
at theíickeí office at the:
man
gnals 'designed for use by
Constipation cof jlhe State of New
mam gae 'how you can get ne
in
right
may
be
all
j Mexico, Entif tefl " State, County
of thenv You might get the,
however,
Hneory.
Si practice,
Indebtedness."
and Mitnjcipál
stove or yon might get a razor
much,
as
to
amount
don't
tliei
'
Constitutional Amendmend No.
or two.
nrihody understands them. Why
10 an Amendment to Section 2
Read the lists in the paper and
not (cut out the fraternititicnl
of ArtadLe X sí tthe Constitution
big iigns and simply extend the
in the pnnkmi lists for all the
arm outside the car? The
of the State ;of J&w Mexico, Eninformation and good news from
:motorist will understand
titled "County and Municipal
the world lnannfactiirers who
that you :are going to do someAmendment No. ill an Amendlíávé sent their wares and
guard.
on
his
will
thing
mid
be
ment to the Constitution of the
to bring you good che--1
State of New Mexico by adding
er. lisien to tnese men xaiK
thereto ajwrtlter .'Section to Arti
when thev arrive.
cle IX, the same to 'be numbered
NEW SAFETY SIGNAL DEVICE
At 12.30 P. M. of the third
13.
day the big range and safety
Given by order of the Board Indicator Placed on Top of Rear Left razor
winners will be announced
Fender Can Be Seen From
of County Commisaiojaers of Hagrand stand- - Be there
the
at
Front or Bear.
rding County, this the 3rd dav
every day.
of September, A.D. 1921.
A double safety signal for automoE. F.Gallegos.,
Rev. Ford and family drove in
biles, vlilch Indicates to pedestrians
Chairman Bwd of
Thursin front end the idriwr or' a car In from Dolores, Colorado
County Comm&sioners the rear just vhat the driver of a day evening and will spend a weAttest:
car equipped with the ivew device In- ek or. so on the mesa visiting relC. Ernest Anderson,
tends to do, is a recent development atives and friends. Rev. Ford
according to Popular Mecltanlcs MagCounty Oter'k,
has been minister of the metho- azine. The device consiste of a box
iBy
R. Lopez,
Church at that place for sevist
mounted on top of the left near fenDeputy.
years and has been reappoi
eral
It
can
seen
both
be
from
der, where
nted for that Charge the coming
front and renr.
JUDGES OF ELECTION
year. The Rev. and family have
HARDING COUNTY.
to Denver tó Conference
been
PEDAL REST IS CONVENIENT
and dropped down to see the
Firecinct No. 1. Malaquis Baca
Strap Hinge fHay Be Con-I- mesa once more before return
W. C. Wickham and Juan José Ordinary
" verted Into Very1
ing to Delores,'
Satisfactory
Chavez, Election to be held at
Foetotool.
School ihouse.
v PREACHING NOTICE
Precinct No. 2. J.T. Mills, J. W.
A,wtrj Mtlsfactory foopedt or
Mackey and J, F. Hoffon.
'xttnglon may be made from
Bev. Ford will preach at the
f
to be held at School house. an ordinary strap blDfte.
of Christian Church in Roy both
Precinct No. 3. E. J. H.' Roy, tb bln( Is faatCMd to the floor morning and evening Sunday
boards, while the other rests on the
George Gonzales and Jacob'
The morning serAll that Is necessary to Sept, 11th.
accelerator.'
Election to be held at operate
Is a slight pros-- , mon will be at 11 .o'clock and the
accelerator
the
F.H. Foster'á office.
:
lire on any part of the' free balf oí evening' sermon at 8 .M,, EvePrecinct No. 4. 0. A; Rainbow; the Wotre.
rybody invited to thésé sermons.
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ELIMINATING

MKl ÜMBKK

DANGER

FROM EXHAUST GASE
Simple

.

CR EAM

tor

Illustrated

Method

Five

Minutes

in

Small

En-

gine Working Meant An.
ether Job for Undertaker.
.When Nut Willis, the noted actor,
found lying beneath his car, dead,
It was found that his death had
Ksulted " from inhaling the exhaust
Irases of an automobile, the motoring
public began to take precautions
against this menace.
If one should remain Tor five minutes In a small unvwqtüatcd garage,
with the door shut vnd fumes pouring from the car's exhaust he. would
bo beyond the doctor's aid.
If you must writ on the csr with
the engine running attach a hose to
ti e exhaust iwid run the hose Into a
pipe that crarmmnleates with the outer

D

MARKET PRICE

ven

atl

HONEST TEST

CORRECT WEIGHT

Cans returned and check mailed
DAILY
A trial shipment will make you

A Regular shipper - Try us and
SEE

f GARAGE
WALL"!

V

a,

PIPE.-- -.

É--

:
j

'

I

In this way you get rid of those
adly fumes and eliminate, the. danger
being suffocated by them.
It is very simple to arrange so that
is can be done. A hole is mild:1
ti e wall of the parage, in a emnient position 1o the rear of the
inserte;!.
r, and p:e;e of
lis pipe tdiould.be of Milfirient leng.'h
protrude about 6 or S Inches on
eh sUle of tiie wall and, if Hie wall
wood, duly insulated. Connection
made wilh a hose. 15. T-- O.feldt
I'opular Science Monthly.

-

gas-pip- e

.

I

v

Í

TRINIDAD CREAMERY
COMPANY

L

The Hoce Carries the Dtadiy Fumes
to the Outside Air and Keeps the
Garage Air Pure.

--

j

yry

EXHAUST PIPC

j

!

TE

We buy cream direct from the
producer only and offer

Unventilated

Garage With Door Shut and

--

Mon-toy-

W A N

Carrying Away Fumes."

al-th-

1--

e.

luth, 1921.

TROUBLt

Ijy

IÚISITIOM

COILS

Effort to Secure Greater Efficiency! 8
Likely to Burn Out ibe
Condenser.

The ipnitioti colls oh Jhe luarkef taue
made for the voltage tlmt Is obtalmed
by using five cr six dry cells. To connect a greater number of coll In series
In order to secure greater efticieocy its
very likely to burn out the cood'
ijund ruin the coll

TEST DURABILITY

OF

ROADS

A

TEST Or FAITH

(Chattanooga News.)
Fe have frequent occasion to protest against the efforts of Japan to
impose lie r dominion upon unwilling'
In order to nccnrntely determine the peoples, yet we have tints far failed"
dnr.'.hiilty of the various kinds of road to exemplify the ideals which we recri
way. the government bureau of road omnicnd to Japan. If we should with-- v
building has constructed a stretch ol draw our sovereignty from the I'hillp- roadway at Arlington represenflii: pines, In accordance with our repeatedl i
nil the different methods of road build-InR- . (i rom i sos, wo could the more consist- usk Japan to follow n similar
and over this a heavy machine Is
drawn back and forth by cable. Th'g course toward Shantung, Manchuria
ts supposed .to reproduce the action of and Siberia. Our plea would have a
wehioles1 passing over it and the re- great deal more force If we could .
sults are carefully noted and com- make It with clean hands. To say that
pared. The result of the operations the riiilipplnes are not ready for In-- :
dependence Is merely to express an
will be used as a guide to the expendIt Is
iture of nearly $300,000,000 which will arbitrary, gratuitous opinion.
perfectly easy to create conditions
be ífide under government auspices.
in one's own mind
that no people -ever could comply with. Our delay
Odd Job for Tractor.
.One of the odd jobs on many fnrmt about respecting our own pledge is a .
where tractors are operated., is th reflection ou wur national good faith .
dragging of the private roads witj and a constant Invitation to Intenta--tion- ul
coiupiit'iiinuis In
,'nr east..
or manufacture!
either a home-mad-e
Covernment Bureau of Road Building
Has Constructed Stretch of Roadway at Arlington.

grader.

SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW

!

--

!

i
i

repre-sntativ-

In order to clear up any doubt in the minds of the people as to the
epilation in the prices of building material, we are showing below last
years prices and present prices on th principal items going into a building:
Last years price Present prices

és

per 100 feet

per 100 feet

$ 4.50 to 3.00
$ 8.C0 to 8.50
Yellow Pine dimension, 2x4 - 2x6 - 2x8
3.75 to 4.00
to
9.00
7.00
Yellow Pine Boards
9.00
to 11.00
16.00
15.00 to
Yellow Pine Finish B & Btr.
6.00
14.00 to 13.00
Yellow Pine and Fir B & Btr., Flooring
p.vtra Star A Star Cedar Shineles
6.00
10.00 per M.
SASH AND DOORS 40 to 50 per cent REDUCTION
It will be seen that the prices on many items has been cut in two in
d
spite of the fact that freight rafes nave advanced more than
exchange
The
We believe that NOW is an opportune time to build.
- value of your farm products on LUMBER is practically the same as when
you were getting WAR prices and paying WAR prices.
We can furnish you with plans and material for all your needs, and you
can depend on a SQUARE DEAL in all your transactions with us.
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Andrada; James M.NÍ-- )
Plaintiff, Peter J. Laumbach to A TODAS PERSONAS AQUI lita
SPANISH-AMERIC- AN
y todos los reclama-- )
chols;
Those Certain tracts of land and DESPUES MENCIONADAS
)
desconocides
ntes
COMO DEMANDADAS
real estate lying and being in the
Published By
de intres en las pre-- )
County of Harding, in the Stamisas (dichas premisas )
THE
PRINTING COMPANY
te of New Mexico, and better
endo la propiedad raiz des-- )
Por esta están ustedes notifi- cripta en la queja en esta)
Frank L. Schultz, Editor.
described as follows,
Wm, G. Johnson, Associate Editor
The Southwest Quarter of the cados que ha sido protocolada y causa) adversa al quejante)
Subscription
$2.00 per year, payable strictly in advance.
Southeast Quarter of Section 3; esta ahora pendiente en la orte son Jos denuindados.-diThe Northwest Quarter of. the de Distrito del
Los objectos generales de
Octavo Distrito
Northeast Quarter of Section
acción siendo para aquietar Entered as second-clas- s
cha
matter at the post office in Roy, N. M
10; The Southwest Quarter of Judicial del. Estada de Nuevo titulo en el nombre del quejanRegistered August 27, 1912. r
the Southwest Quartet of Sec- Méjico, actuando, dentro. y póí te, Peteí J. Laumbach a aquellos
tion Z; The Northwest Quarter el Condado de Harding, en dicho ciertos trechos de terreno y proof the Northwest Quartet of Estado, causa Numero three, piedad rala situados y estando
Section 10; The North Half of en el registro civil del mismo en én él Condado de Harding en el cuarto surdeste de la sección 6 ; Incia en esta acción en
o antes del
the Southeast Quarter of Sec- el cual Peter J. Laumbach es. ei Estado de Nuevo Méjico, y me- Lotes Tres y Cuarto; el cuarto
Los,
,
y
n:
quejante,
tion 10; The North Half of the
surdeste del cuarto noroeste de Juicio sera
t
jor descripto como sigue a
encontra dé
herederos desconocidos)
Southwest Quarter of Section 10
,,"r''! !"!'!: USi. la sección 1; Lo.t? Numero Uno Ustedes én rendido
dicha
causa.,
y cjtda
The South Half of the North- de Nicanora E. Andrada,)
El cuarto suroeste del cuar- de la sección 2 ; el cuarto noroe- linó de Ustedes por
rebeldía.
des-)
west Quarter; The North Half finada; Los herederos
to surdeste de la sección 3 ;el ste del cuarto suroeste de al
Los abogados del
of the Southwest Quarter; The onocidos de Conrado Andr-- )
cuarto noroeste del cuarto norde- sección 1 ; La mitad sur del cua- son Chester A. Hunker,Quejante
North Half of the Southeast ada, finado, Casimiro An--)
ste de la sección 10; el cuarto rto nordete de la eccion 2 ; La rección de Estafeta es cuya diQuarter;. The Southeast Quar- drada, Felipita Romero de)
suroeste del cuarto suroeste de mitad poniente del cuarto norde- gas, Nuevo Méjico, y Las Vey
es)
si
es
si
viva,
AndradaJ
of
Quarter
ter of the Northeast
la sección 3; el cuarto noroeste ste de la sección 18 ; el cuarto su- Noble, cuya dirección Hunker y
de EstaSection 14 ; The Northwest Qua- muerta, los herederos des-- )
del cuarto noroeste del la sección roeste del cuarto surdeste ; el feta es East
Las
Vegas,
Nuevo
Ro-)
de
Felipita
rter of the Southwest Quarter conocidos
10; La ritad norte del cuarto cuarto surdeste del cuarto su Méjico.
de
Andrada,
finada;)
mero
The
mi13;
Southwest
Section
of
surdeste de la sección 10; La
roeste de la sección 7 ; La mitad
TESTIFICA mi puno y.
Quarter of the Southwest Qua- Maria Felipa Andrada; Gu-- )
tad norte del cuarto suroeste de sur del cuarto surdeste de la se- de dicha Corte está dia sello
15 de
Gomez)
Andrada
de
adalupe
rter of Section 9 ;the South half
la sección 10; La mitad sur cción 14 ; La mitad sur del cuaof the Southeast Quarter Esteban Gomez; Juan An-- )
Agosto,
A.
D. 1921.
del cuarto noroeste; La mitad rto suroeste de la sección 14;
of Section 8; The Northwest drada: Los herederos des-- )
norte del cuarto suroeste; La el cuarto noroeste de la sección
Quarter of the Northeast Quar conocidos de Conrado And-- )
mitad norte del cuarto surdeste ; 8; La mitad poniente del cuarto
C. Ernest Anderson,
ter of Section 17; The East Half rada, Menor, finado; LaSe-- )
el cuarto surdeste del cuarto no- nordeste; La mitad oriente del
(SELLO)
of the Southeast Quarter of Se- ñora Conrado Andrada,)
Escribano.
rdeste de la sección 14; el cuar cuarto noroeste de la sección 17 ;
ction 15; The West Half of the Menor. Telesfor Andrada;)
to noroeste del cuarto surdeste La mitad oriente del cuarto suSouthwest Quarter of Section La Señora Telesfor Andra-- )
de la sección 13; el cuarto sur- roeste la mitad poniente del cua14 ; The South Half of the South da; Inés Andrada; Amalia)
Dont fail to see one of th
oeste del cuarto suroeste de la rto surdeste de las seccion8;
west Quarter of Section 10 ; The Andrada; Leandro Archu-- )
sección 9 ; La mitad sur del cuar- todos en el Cabildo 18 Norte de Sampson Tractors perform.
East Half of the Northwest Qu leta; Juanita B. Archuleta;)
to surdeste de la sección 8 ; el la Hilera 26 Oriente del MeriNOTICE TO BIDDERS
arter; The East Half of- the Fred S. Brown; S. F. Floe-- )
cuarto noroeste del cuarto
Nuevo
diano
Méjico,
Neuvo
de.
Southwest Quarter; The South- sheim; H.B, Jones; R.E.Al-- )
d la sccion 17;- - La mitad Méjico.
For hauling pupils to school
west Quarter of the Southeast dredge; J.Floersheim ; F.A)
oriente del cuarto surdeste de la
También el cuarto suroeste del
)
George
Roy;
C.L.Justice;
QuarQuarter; The Southwest
sección 15;
cuarto surdeste de la sección 34;
The Clerk of School Tlisiiirf
ter of the Southwest Quarter of ILRay; Rebecca A. Cordo-- )
La mitad poniente del cuarto su- La mitad oriente del cuarto su- No. 33 will receive bids no tn
an
)
Sectionl5;The South Half of the va ; Juan Pablo Cordova ;
roeste dea sección 14; La mitad roeste; el cuarto noroeste del including Tuesday September
;
here-Los
Romero
)
Teoí'ilio
South
Northeast Quarter; The
sur del cuarto suroeste de la cuarto surdeste ; el cuarto surde- at l'. Al. lor the purpose 13,
Half of the Northwest Quarter deros desconocidos de Ant-- )
sección 10 ; La r; i tad oriente del ste del cuarto noroeste de la sec- transportation of ouuils on of
the
of Section 10; The Southwest onio Romero, finado; Los)
cuarto noroeste ; La mitad orien- ción 35; el cuarto surdeste del five School Routes out
Roy.
of
de)
desconocidos
Quarherederos
Quarter of the Southeast
te del cuarto suroeste; el cuarto cuarto Surdeste de la sección 33 ;
Ihe routes are as follows,
ter of Section 14 ; - all in Town- Petra Vigil de Romero, fi-- )
suroeste del cuarto surdeste; el la mitad sur del cuarto suroeste; Pleasant
View, Rock Springs,
)
ship 18, North of Range 23 nada; Bonifacio Romero;
cuarto suroeste del cuarto suroe- el cuarto nordeste del cuarto su- Montoya Pocket, Wagner
and
Ro-Romero-Meri)
Agapita
Noe
Mexico
East of the New
ste de la sección 15; La mitad roeste de la- sección 34 ; el cua- the one North of town.
Bidders
mero; Juan Romero; Feli-- )
dian, New Mexico.
del
cuarto nordeste; La mi- rto noroeste del cuarto suroeste will have to furnish their own
sur
Also lots One, Two and Three berto Romero; Marcel Ro-- )
tad sur del cuarto noroeste de la de la sección 34 ; la mitad norte means of conveyances and will
Section 3; Lots Two and Five; mero; Adan Romero; Fau-- )
sección 10 ; el cuarto suroeste del del cuarto surdeste; el cuarto have to
their own gasoThe Southwest Quarter of the stin Romero; Santiago Ro-- )
cuarto surdeste de la sección surdeste del cuarto nordeste sec- line, oils furnish
etc.
The
bidding must
14 ;
Northeast Quarter; The South- mero; Eufracia Romero)
Todos en el Cabildo 18, ción 33; el cuarto suroeste del be done on
a
calender
month baGomez;)
Albino
Gomez;
de
Northwest
of
the
east Quarter
Norte Hilera 25 Oriente del Me- cuarto surdeste; el cuarto su- sis and for
the
full
term
of schoQuarter of Section G ; The Sou- Isabel Romero.de Vigil;)
ridiano de Nuevo Méjico, Nuevo rdeste
ol The successful
la
de
susoeste
bidders
will
;
Vigil
Lumba-)
Dan
thwest Quarter of the South- Marcos
Méjico.
; la mitad poniente del be required to give bond for the
30
sección
west Quarter of Section 5; The ch ; Henry II. West ; Greg-- )
También lotes Uno, Dos,
amount of their bid for the faiy Tres, sección 3 ; lotes Dos y cuarto sureste de la sección 31 ;
Southeast Quarter of the North-- t oria Tenoria Garcia: Ade-- )
thful performance of their duel
19
en
todas
Cabildo
en
Norte
M.
Glen)
de
The
Flores;
Quarter; The East Half lia
Cinco; el cuarto suroeste del
ties. For diagrams of routes and
26
la
el
Hilera
Merien
Oriente
!ie Southeast Quarter of Sec-- i Investment Co., una Corpo-- )
;
cuarto nordeste el cuarto surdother
information see the rlprk
diano
de
Nuevo
Méjico,
Nuevo
Four; ración; Alfred A. Peters-- )
""! 6; Lots Three and
este del cuarto noroeste de la
office
his
at
'
at the Spanish Ame
Tafoya;)
Méjico.
Santos
Jose
of
the
on;
"xulheast Quarter
sección 6; el cuarto suroeste del
tSmlding.
rican
Northwest Quarter of Section Dorotea Tafoya de Santist-- )
de
Ustedes son ademas notificacuarto suroeste
la sección 5;
William G. Johnson.
of Section 2; The aven ; Julius Appel ; Max II)
1; Lot No.
el cuarto surdeste del cuarto no- dos que amenos que entren o caClerk.
Ma-;
)
SouLa
Señora
of
Karlsruher
wee
t
the
Quarter
North
rdeste; La mitad oriente del usen que sea entrado, su apare- School District No. 33
thwest Quarter of Section 1; x H.Karsruher; Willis A.)
The South Half of the North- Dorsett; si vive, y si es)
east Quarter of Section 2; Thé muerto, los herederos des-- )
West Half of the Northeast Qua- conocidos de Willis A.Dor-- )
rter of Section 18; The South- sett, finado; Mary Dorsett)
f
west Quarter of the Southeast si es viva, y si es muerta,)
Quarter; The Southeast Quarter los herederos desconocidos)
)
of the Southwest Quarter of de Mary Dorsett, finado;)
Section 7 ; The South Half of the Eutenio Sanchez.si es vi-- )
-- ROY, NEW MEXICO.
September 10th, 1921.
Southeast Quarter of Section 14; vo, y si e3 muerto, los he-)- r
I'he South Half of the South- rederos desconocidos de E-- )
west Quarter of Section 14 ; The utino Sanchez.finado; Pe-- )
Northwest Quarter of Section 8; dro J. Mes, si es vivo, y)
The West Half of the Northeast si es muerto, los hereder-- )
Quarter; the East Half ot the os desconocidos de Pedro)
Northwest Quarter of Section J. Mes , finado; - Willard)
17: The East Half of the South R.Green, si es vivo, y si es)
west Quarter; The West Half ol muerto, los herederos des-- )
the Southeast Quarter ot Sec- - conocidos de Willard R.)
tion 8- ;- all in Township 18 Creen, finado; W.R.Green,)
North of Range 26 East of the si es vivo, y si es muerto,)
Supplies

THE

TO ALL PERSONS MENTIONED HEREINAFTER AS
DEFENDANTS
.

si--

are hereby notified that
tberv has been filed and is now
pending in the District Court of
the Eighth Judicial District of
the State of New Merico, sitting
within and for the County of
Marding, in said state, cause
the
on
three
."Number
civil docket thereof in which
Peter J. Laumbach is the PlaiYou.

.

ntiff, and
The Unknown heirs of)
Nícanora E. Andrada, dec--)
eased ; The Unknown heirs)
of Conrado Andrada, dec-- )
eased; Casimero Andrada,)
Felipita Romero de Andra-- )
da. if living, if dead, the)
unknown heh-- of Felipita)
Romero de Andrada, dece-- )
ased; Maria Felipa Andra-- )
da, Guadalupe Andrada de)
Gomez; Estaban Gomez;)

F. Floersheim ; II.

13. Jones)
R. E. Alldredge; J. Floor--)
sheim ; F. A. Roy; C.L. Ju-- )
stice; George II. Ray; Re-- )
becca A. Cordova; Juan)
'Pablo Cordova ; Teófilo Ro-- )
mero; the unknown heirs)
of Antonio Romero, decea-- )
sed; the unknown heirs of)
Petra Vigil de Romero, de-- )
ceased; Boncfacio Romero;)
Noe Roniero; Agapita Ro-- )
mero; Juan Romero; Feli-- )
btrto Romero; Marcal Ro-- )
)
mero; Adan Romero;
)
Faustin Romero;
Santiago Romero ; Eufra--)
cia Romero De Gomez; A1'bino Gomez; Isabele Ro-- )
mero de Vigil; Marcos Vi-- )
gil; Dan Laumbach; Hen-- )

West; Gregoria

,

to-w-it:

.

-

-

no-rde-

st

;

-

-)

M.

N

'

Juan Andrada ; the unkno-- )
wn heirs of Conrado Andr-- )
ada, Jr. deceased ; Mrs. Co-- )
urado Andrada, Jr. ; Teles-- )
for Andrada; Mrs. Telesfor)
Andrada; hies Andrada;)
Amalia Andrada; IiCandro)
Archuleta; Juanita B. Ar-- )
chuleta; Fred S. Drown; S.)

ry
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Te-- )

noria Gama; Adelia M. de)
;Flores; The Glen Invert )
:ment Co., a Corporatioi )
Alfred A. Peterson; Jose)
Santos Tafoya; Dorotea)
Tafoya de Santistevan ; Ju-- )
liua Appel; Max II. Karl-)"- ?
sruher; Mrs. Max II. Karl-- ) J
srulier; Willis A. Dorsett,) J
if living, if dead, the un-- )
known heirs of Willis A.)
'
Dorsett, deceased; Mary)
dead)
living,
if
Dorsett, if
the unknown heirs of Mary)
Dorsett deceased; Eutenio)
Sanchez, if living, if dead)
the unknown heirs of Eu-- )
tenio Sanchez, deceased;)
Pedro J. Mes, if living, if)
dead, the unknown heirs)
of Pedro J. Mes, deceased;)
Willavd R. Green, if living)
if dead, th unknown heirs)
of Willard R. Green, dece-- )
ased; W. R. Green, if liv-- )
ing, if dead, the unknown)
heirs of W. R. Green, de-- )
ceased; John Guthrie Smi-- )
th, if living, if read, the )
unknown heirs cf John Gu-- )
thrie Smith, deceased; Ja-- )
net Wingate Guthrie Smi-- )
th, if living, if dead, the)
unknown heirs of Janet)
Wingate Guthrie Smith,)
deceased; James Duncan)
Smith, if living, if dead,)
the unknown heirs of Ja-- )
mes Duncan Smith, decea--)
sed; Jessie Duncan Smith,)
if living, if dead, the un-- )
known heirs of Jessie Dim-- )
can Smith, deceased ; Wil-- )

del-naet-

o

--

.

FLOERSHEIM WEEKLY NEWS

New Mexico

New Mexico Meridian, New Mex
ICO.

Also the Southwest Quarter
of the Southeast Quarter of Section 34; The East Half of the
Southwest Quarter; The Northwest Quarter of the Southeast

And School

los herederos desconocidos)
de W.R.Green, finado; Jo-- )

hn Guthrie Smith, si es vi-- )
vo y si es muerto, los here-- )
deros desconocidos de John)
Guthrie Smith, finado ; Ja-- )
net" Wingate Guthrie Sm-- )
Quarter; The Southeast Quarter ith, si es viva, y si es mu-- )
of the Northwest Quarter of erta, los herederos descon-- )
Section 35; The Southeast Quar- ocidos dé Janet Wingate)
ter of the Southeast Quarter of Guthrie Smith, finado; Ja-- )
Section 83; The South Half of mes Duncan Smith si es)
Ham Azariah Clark, if liv-- )
the Southwest Quarter; The vivo, y si es muerto, los he-- )
ing, if dead, the unknown)
Northeast Quarter of the South- rederos desconocidos de Je-- )
Azariah)
William
of
heirs
west
Quarter of Section 34; The mes Duncan Smith, finado)
Au-)
Clark deceased; Susan
Quarter of the South Jessie Duncan Smith, si es)
Northwest
living,
if)
gusta Clark, if
west Quarter of Section 34; The vivo y si es muerto, los he--),
dead, the unknown heirs)
North. Half of , the Southeast rederos no conocidos de Je--)
of Susan Augusta Clark,) '
Quar- ssie Duncan Smith, finada;)
; .The .Southwest
Cat-Quarter
)
deceased; The Prairie
.
ter of the Northeast Quarter of VVilliarh ..Aüvriáh- Clark, si)
tie Co., Ltd., a Corporation)
Qua- es yivOj y si es muerto, los)
Walter B. Gresham, if. liv-- ) ' Section 33; The Southwest
herederos desconocidos de )
rter of the Southeast- - Quarter;
ing, if dead, the unknown)
The Soatheastr Quarter ' of thé vVilliam Azariah Clark, fin--)
heirs of Walter B.' Gresh-- )
Southwest Quarter of Séction ado; Sussan Augusta Cía-- )
am, deceased; David B. So--)
30; The West Half of the North- rk, si es viva, y si es mué-- )
rrells, the unknown heirs)
rto, los herederos-descono-- )
east Quarter of Section 31,
of Delia Sorrells, deceased;)
of
19
ocidos
de Sussan Augusta)
Township
North
in
Mercan-all
)
The Southwestern
tile Co.,a Corporation ;Ja--) .. ' Range 26 East of the New Mex- Clark, finada; The Prairie)
Cattle Co. LtcL una corpo-)
ico Meridian, New Mefico.
mes P. Wells; Mary Louisa)
ración; Walter í Gresh.--)
notified
that
are
You
further
Juan)
Wells; Edna Farmer;
unless you enter dr cause to be am,"i- es xvfo; y 'si eVMúé-- )
Isidro. Romero; , Matilde)
entered, your appearance in this. .ro, los herederos no cono-- )
T. de Romero; Lee West;)
action on or before the 12th day cidos de Walter B. Gresh-- )
West;)
T.
de
Garcia.
Teresa
of October, A, D. 1921, judge- am, finado; David B. Sor--)
Annie Esquibel ; Teresa F.)
will be. , rendered against rells, Los heredehos deseó--)
Esqui-)
ment'
de Garcia; Abelino
you in said cause, and each of nocidos de ; Delia Sorrells,)
bel; Marguerite Rains;)
,'
finado; The Southwestern)
you by default.
Luther P. Rains; Leopoldo)
CheCompany )
Mercantile
are
Attorneys
Andr-)
Plaintiff's
Andrada; Manuelita
'
Corporación; ):
una
ster A. Hunker, whose Post
ada; James M. Nichols,)
ddress is Las Vegas, New James P.Wells, Mary Loui-- )
and all unknown claima-- )
Mexico, and Hunker and Noble, sa Wells; Edna Farmer;)
nts of interest in the pre-- )
whose Post Office address is Juan Isidro Romero ; Matil-- )
mises (said premises being)
da T.de Romero; Lee We-;- )
in)
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
the real estate described
WITNESS my hand and seal st; Teresa T. de Garcia)
the Complaint in this cau-- )
; Annie Esquibel ; Te-- )
adverso to the Plain-- )
i 'szii Couvt this 15th. dry of West
F.
resa
de Garcia; Abeíi-- )
D.
1921.
AugustA.
no Esquibel; Margaiite)
the Defendants. The gene--

School Books

To The Public of Harding County
H
In Conformity with the State Uniform Text Book Law. - The State
Board of Education recently adopted New Text Books for the use in all
Public Schools of the State for a period of six years beginning June 15, 1921

We have a full line of these Books now in stock and take in exchange
all Books used in the Graded Schools last year, at the rate of 2 cents to
16 cents per Book according to list in our store
School'Books must be sold by dealers at Cost and at prices adopted by
the State Board of Education, and, we are. not allowed any profit.

,

.Therefore all Books are sold only' .for strictly. Cash on delivery and no
deviation to. this Tuling to any body,. and;possitively ho Books given on
proval or memorandum.
There will fcé no bookkéeping'oh Books.

.

--

,

-

"

i

;:

Out of Town trade can have Books sent C. O. Ü. Parcel Post
'.
i

.

We have an extensive line, of School Supplies of every description, Our
School tablts are-thbest 'in the market, An 8 X 10 tablet for 5
or
'
55 cents a dozen.
and see us..

ces

"

,

"

Of-fice- A

'

i'.;

The Floersheim Mercant le Co.

--

'

"

M,

to quiet title iiitfce V.uau'oi the

(SEAL)

Cíe t fe.

Aa Irada

; Manac--

)

;'

.

t

THE
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
'

The statement has been cirthat I have ' been threshing for some farmers at eleven
cents per bushel independent,
and "others at thirteen cents.
This is to say. this statement
is an untruth, as I have one price to all, which is thirteen cents
independent and twelve cents
where the farmers furnish the
coal.
:

V. II. Anderson,

If you have a bargain to offer on your land, I can dispose of
it if you give me a chance.
J. B. Proctor,

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
New Mexico.
Aug. 4th, 1921.
Notice is hereby given that
g
Alberto T. Casados, of Roy,
Co, New Mexico, who, on
October 5th, 1918, made Homestead Application, No. 026232,
i,
Sec. 8.
for
liar-din-

NI2-NW1-

N'A-NEV-

SEVi-NEi.-

4,

i,

SWyj,-SEV-

NEVÍ.-NEV- i.

H

PUBLICATION

SEVi-SWi-

6

ctor, in good running order, with
moulbord plows, for sod or old

NEil-.Ni.-SEV-

NOTICE FOR

ROY, HARDING COUNTY NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th, 1921.

N

Mogul Tra- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
ISOLATED TRACT.
Pubic Land Sale.
Department of the Interior,
ground. Would consider good
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
milk cows or car, as part payNew Mexico.
ment.
June 13, 1921.
J. B. Proctor,
Sale Authorized by
Mills, N. M.
"C" of
NOTICE is hereby given that,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
as directed by the Commissioner
of the General Land office, unDepartment of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, der provisions of Sec. 2455, R.S.,
pursuant to the application of
New Mexico.
Aug. 4th, 1921. Faustin Hernandez, David, New
Notice is hereby given that Mexico. Sesial No. 027704, we
Alfredo Vigil, of Eueyeros, Har- will offer at pubic sale, to the
ding Co. New Mexico, who on highest bidder, but at not less
September
18th, 1916. made than $3.25 per acre, at 10 o'clock
No. 023 A.M.. on the 10th day of Sept.
Application
Homestead
i,
1921, next, at this office, the
128,for
of Sec- following tract of land:
and NE'j.-SWSec 20, T 19 N, R 29 E.
tion 1, Township 21N Range 30E
N.M.P.Meridian,
has filed no- N. M. P. Meridian.
vice of intention to make Final
This sale will not be kept
Three Year Proof, to establish open, but will be declared closed
claim to the land above descriwhen those present at the hour
bed, before F. II. Foster, U. S.
have ceased bidding.
named
Commissioner, at his office at
making the highest
person
Roy, New Mexico, on the 14th, The
day of September 1921.
bid will be required to immediaClaimant names as witnesses: tely pay to the Receiver the
Jose G. Mondragon, Mersed amount thereof.
Montoya, .Eduardo Vigil, and
Any persons claiming adverFrank Vigil, all of Bueyeros,
land
d
sely
the
New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
are advised to file their claims,
Register.
or objections, on or before the
time designated for sale.
FREE WATER for vour storFin Valverde,
age battery. FREE INSPECTRegister.
ION. Let the New battery man
J.E.Busey Company
fix it.
BATTERIES
When you have a blow out
When your battery goes bad
bring it to Busey He can fix it bring it to Busey, our work is
right. J. E. Busey Co.
guaranteed. J. E. Busey Co.
FOR SALE

culated-

Signed

SPANISH-AMERICA-

,,,

i,

i,
Seltion 17, Township
19 N Range 25E, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-

EVi-SEV-

tion to make Final Tnree Year
Proof to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.
II. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
at his office at Roy, New Mexico
on the 14th day of September,
1921.

Claimant nap 10s as witnesses:
Frank Aldies, Hilrio Gomez,
Sylvester Toms and J. L. Smith, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

above-describe-

on

3.'

SS

FRESH BREAD at all
times 10 cents straight
FANCY BAKERY

Register.

Genera! Blacksmith

and
Machine Work.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

is what your CALVES need.
DO NOT DELAY.

ton, New Mexico,

August 19, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
James F. St Peters, oí Mosquero,

Agent.
MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
C.O.D)
(Mail orders filled
Rov. New Mexico.

New Mexico, who, on Oct. 2nd,
1919. made Additional Home-

stead Entry No. 026903, for WVi
of Ei2 of Section 18, Township

17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A.A.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New Mexico, on the 12th day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James A. Mcintosh, George
Angel, Frank Weir and Boss
Gale, all of David, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,
Register.

WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS LINE, ALSO
DEEP WELL PUMPS, WINDMILLS, WELL CASING
AND THE MANY OTHER THINGS THAT COME UNDER
,'
THIS LINE OF WORK.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico,'
19, 1921.

I

NOTICE is hereby given that
Lee West, of Roy, Harding Co.
New Mexico, who, on November,
2nd, 1916. made Addl Homestead
i,
Application, No. 023278, for

IF IT IS TO

Sj-SEV-

and

Sec. 4.

N'Ó-N-

Sectoin 9, Township 18 N. Range 26 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before F. II. Foster, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office at
Rov, New Mexico, on the 12th
day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Solóme Naranjo, Isidro West,
Pa l.il o Trujüb, and Bemitrio
Corda, al! of Roy, New Mexico.
'a'iv:. Valverde,
Register.
NOTICE

roil

Successors to BAUM BROS.
Roy.

I

I
I
I

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico,

J, D. Wade,

JUDY AND BAKE

I

19, 1921.

E'o-SEii- .,

ideal Bakery & Confectionery
G.M.LEWIS Prop.

here s Keal nconomy
in Owning an OilPull Tractor
'

Many a farmer who figures he is saving money by not buying
an OilPull this season is actually losing money becausa h is
depriving himself of the means of farming better and easier.
An OilPull tractor will enable him to perform every operation better and quicker. He works faster and gets the job
done at the right season. He saves the expense of extra horses
and hked help. He gets full crop production from his land.
If there is any doubt in your mind about the greater profits
to he gained through the use of an OilPull tractor, just ask the
Study the performance,
OilPull owners in this neighborhood.
the cost of operation, the upkeep expense.
Study its design note its sturdy construction its power in
ignition and lubricating
drawbar and belt its trouble-proo- f
systems. Think of the benefits of guaranteed kerosene burning,
reserve power, proved dependability, economy
oil cooling, 25
and long life. We have four sizes of OilPulls from
Which is your sire?
capacity.
to

Anderson Garage

&

Machine Works.

Roy, New Mexico.

--

JSC'

a

NOTICE FOR

RIGHT NOW

f

TO DAVE THAT HOUSE

STUCCOED

WHY VAYE

$

BY INFERIOR

WORKMEN

IT DONE

U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico, June 14, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
William E. Curtis, of David,
New Mexico who, on May 20,
1918, made Original Homestead
Entry, No. 025999, and on Jan.
6, 1921, made Additional Home
stead Entry No. 027358, for N- E. 14 Sec. 19; Wij SWVl Sec. 5;
E'.' SEi,i Sec 6 Twp 17 N. R.
30;" NWii NEVi, N'
NWVi
Sec. 11. Twp. 17 N. R. 29 E;
SEij, NEVi, SWVi SE14 and
E'4 SE'i of Section 34, Town
ship 18 N.. Range 29 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before A. A. Wynne, U. S. Commissioner at his office in Mosquero, N. M., on Aug. 15, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
James A. Mcintosh, Frank Weir
Jesse E. Ford and Joe 1L Wilcox, all cf David, New Mexico.

' ""

BETTER

CAN HAVE IT DONE BY

WHEN

YOU

AN EXPERIENCED WORK
WHATSOEVER.

MAN AT NO EXTRA COST

SEE

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
ROY,

NEW MEXICO

about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
want.

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT
COMPANY, Inc.
(Bonded)
Mosquero, New Mexico

"Prompt and Efficient Scrv ..;:"
vVe

are ready to make your Abstracts now.

Manager
Mosquero. New Mexico.

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Benticy Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
Wm.

Schoenerstedt Prop.

Mills,

PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior

'

TIME THAN

THERE IS NO

Si.-SEi- ,.

A--

NOTICE Mr.

i,

t.

Prop

New Mexico.

HOME OWNER

I

PUBLICATION

August

FIXED. WE CAN FIX IT.

BT

E.

NOTICE is hereby given that
Jame:; I. Malone, of Rosebud,
Harding Co, Now Merico, who,
JUST LIKE MOTHER USE TO MAKE ONLY BETTER
on July, 15th. 1921. made Addl
Homestead Application, No. 027
NEi.-SE575. for SEVi-NEi18 N
33.
Sec.
T
"TRADE AT HOME"
Sec. 4 and
R 31 E.
Section 3, Township
CANDY, CIGARS AND SOFT DRINKS.
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenCase
FOR SALE: One 20-- 28
tion to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the
Separator in l endition. Also
land above described, before F.
one Titan Tractor. These are prII. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at
iced to selll. Write, phone or see
his ot'f.-- e at Rov. New Mexico,
Joe F.Mitchell, R.F.D.l City
on the 12th d;r of October, 1921
nt
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ollie Nershner, of Roy, New
Merico, C. II. Pryor, of Rosebud.
NOTICE DRAYING
Have .your. VULCANIZING New Mexico, Howard Anderson,
To all whom it may concern
done
at the Service Garage. No of Rosebud, New Mexico, and
Notice is hereby given that
1 have decided to put on two
all those who owe me notes on trucks on the City Dray within burned rubber. We use a. steam W. A. Rockwall of Rosebud, New
Mexico.
account and do not settle same the next few days and will be plant.
Paz Valverde.
at the First National Rank by able to handle all of your haulRegister.
I am now handling the Rock
September 5th, same will be pla- ing, draying etc. Will also be
ced in the hands of an attorney able to do some wheat hauling Island line of Farm Implements
I can sell your land for you
for immediate collection. Plea- and long distance trips. When and Power Machinery, Peoria
your price i ? right, toe me or
if
se give this your immediate
Grain
Drills
and
Sanders
Disc
in need of any of this line of
me at Miils. N. M.
write
work to be done, call or phone Plows. Come in and we will
J. B. Proctoh,
over
your
wants.
talk
me.
S.
Brown
Co.
F.
Motor
T. A. Smith,
.
Frank J. Seidel.
VULCANIZING
Cisco, Texas.
Manager City Dray,
Bring your tube and tire
FOR SALE: Team of Horses work to Eusey and get first
weight 1600 lbs. each
Set hea- class work and a square deal,
vy all Leather Harness, and pira- also battery station in connectically New Wagon.
tion, with an eight month guarS.
Brown
antee on all batteries overhaulP.
rwm
1 14
Address Mrs. Martha Frank, ed. J. E. Busey Co.
1

Umt

mill troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Baker and they will fix it.

o

August

you have Pump or Wind

HEN
xxr
WW

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

GOODS

ACETYLENE WELDING AND
DISC ROLLING
AT THE OLD STAND.
WITH THE LIBERTY
GARAGE

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay-

New Mxico.

FATJO'S HONEY
Fancy Comb

:

Extracted Honey

For sale by the ease
and in 5 ga. cutis

Retailed by all
Leading Grocers

Italian Bees and Queens

Fatjo Apiaries
P.O. Box

E. J. H. Roy
Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor

Springer, New Mex.

Land Matters before the Department of the
BAUM BROS
At the old stand ith a full line

Interior Contests, etc

of:
SELF

OILING

For Sab Iron bed and .springs
at a Bargain, Glenn Cooley.

WINDMILLS,

Quick Service, reason?.!), pri
son,
and john ces, Steam Vulcanizing; all work
Just received a car load of
dee?.:; :.".e of implemen- guaranteed, at. the. SERVICE
Chevrolet Cars; Give me your
GARAGE.
t:::., GRAIN DRILLS AND
".F.T YOUR COAL FOR TURES- - íord?r at once' and 1 ide in one of
Z
the best cars made today. .See
PUMPING ENGINES.
HING AT THE MESA
AT THEIR them on display at the Garage.
BINS
ERATIVE'S
Cuh cr Teres
I
ELEVATOR.
1
F. S. BROWN MOTOR CO.
Register.
PUM:V. AND CASING, EMER-

oliver

CO-OP-

"I

LC2!

.

a

ml

--

.

TTTET

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

ROY. HARDING COUNTY. NEW MEXICO. SATURDAY.

Pursuant to Chapter 138, Ses- Legislature of the State of New
the following Mexico:
j
Institution amendments are
Section 1. That Section 5 of
to .the qualified voters Article VIII of the Constitution
A the State of New. Mexico, for of the state of New Mexico, enTsbption. on rejection at the
titled "Taxation and Revenue,"
to be held Septem-ber-0- , be and the same is hereby ami-- I
1921..
nded so as to read as follows :
Manuel Martinez,
The legislature
Section 5.
t
Secretary of State. may exempt from taxation pro
;
Proposed Constitutional
perty of each head ol a tamily
Amendment
to the amount of two hundred
dollars, and the property of eveNo. 1
ry honorable discharged soldier,
Providing
For
Resolution
Joint
The Amendment of Section 2 sailor, marine and army nurse,
of. Article. VII .of The Consti- and the widow of every such
who
tution .of .The.. State of New soldier, sailor, or marine,
'
of
forces
armed
the
served in
México..
No, 13, Appr. Feb 15, the United States at any time
1321.. Be it. resolved by the during the period in which the
Legislature of the State of New United States was regularly and
officially engaged in any war in
líbico:
That Section 2 of Article VII the sum of two thousand doof Mae Constitution of the State llars. Provided, that in every
of New Mexico be and the same case where exemption is claimed
is hereby Amended to read as on the ground of the claimants
having served with the Military
follows :
"Sec. .2. Every citizen of the or naval forces of the United
United States who is a legal re- States as aforesaid, the bona
sident of the State and is a qua- fide ownership of such property
lified elector therein, shall be upon which exemption is claiqualified to hold any public of- med shall be upon the claimant."
fice iii the state except as otherwise provided in the ConstituProposed Constitutianal
tion. The right to hold public
Amendment
office in the state of New MexiNo. 5.
co shall not be denied or abridged on. account of sex, and whe-evNo.r
the masculine gender is
used in this Constitution, in de- House Joint Resolution Propofining the qualifications for spesing an Amendment to Article
cific offices, it shall be conof the Constitution of the
XI
strued to include the feminine
of New Mexico, Entitled
State
however,
Provided,
gender..
' Corporations other than Muthat the payment of public road nicipal" by Adding thereto a
poll tax, chool poil tax or servinew Section to be Numbered
ce on juries shall not be made a
Section 19.
prerequisite of the right of a ll.J.R. No. 35. Appr. Mch. 11,
female to vote or hold office."
1921.

sion. Laws of 1921,

.

H-J.-

.R.

.

begin at twelve
o'clock, noon, on the first Tuesday of February next after
each election. No. regular session shall exceed sixty days and
no special session shall exceed
thirty days.
n
(B). All moneys received on account of the
state from any source whatsoever, shall be paid into the trea-

lature shall

SEPTEMBER lOlh, 1921.

as provided by Section 6, of Article IV, of the Constitution, or
as preventing the legislature, at
such special sessions, from considering any emergency appro-

priation or appropriations.

"Sub-Sectio-

sury thereof.
(C ). The legisn
lature shall not appropriate any
money out of the treasury
in accordance with the provisions of this section.
n
(D). On or before the 15th day of January in
each year next preceding the regular biennial session of the
every department, institution and ayency of the state
except the legislative department, shall submit to the goper-no- r
of the state a detailed statement showing actual revendes
and expenditures for the two
fiscal years intervening since
the last regular session of the
legilature, together with estimates of appropriations required to
meet the financial' needs of such
department, institution or agency, itemized as the governor
"Sub-Sectio-

eq-ce- pt

"Sub-Sectio-

Proposed Constitutional
Amendment
No. 7.
Proposing an
Amendment to Article XIII of
The Constitution of the Sta-

Joint Resolution

te of New Mexico,
"Public Lands."

Entitled

S.J.R. No. 11, Appr. March 12,
1921.
Be it Resolved by

the LegislaNew Mexiof
State
ture of the
co.

Sec. 1. That Article XIII of
the Constitution of the State of

New Mexico be amended so as
to read as follows :
"Article XIII Public Lands"
All lands belon"Section 1.
ging to the State of New Mexico, and all lands granted, transferred or confirmed to the State by Congress, and all lands
hereafter acquired, are declared to be public lands of the state to be held or disposed of as
may be provided by law for the
may require.
n
(E). On or be- purpose for which they have
fore the twentieth day of every been or may be granted, donaregular session of the legislature ted or otherwise acquired.
"Section 2. A permanent Cothe governor shall prepare, and
shall submit to the legislatdre, mmission to consist of three
a budget containing a detailed members, not more than two of
statement and estimate of all whom shall belong to the same
anticipated revenues of the sta- political party, is hereby create, and a complete plan of pro- ted, which shall be known as the
posed expenditures for the state 'State Land Commission."
government, during the ensuing
"Section 3. The members of
the Commission shall be appoinbiennium.
n
(F). For the pu ted by the governor, by and with
his budget the advice and consent of the
preparing
of
rpose
Ce It Resolved by the Legislapower to Senate, and shall be subject to
governor
have
shall
the
P irposed Constitutional
ture of the State of New Mex- require any board, commission, remoaal only for cause. Each
ico, That Article XI of the
Amendment
oflicer or department to furnish member shall hold office for a
State cf New Mexico, entitled him with any information which term of six years from and afNo. 2
" Corporations
Other Than
ter his oppointment, and until
he may deem necessary.
A Resolution-Proposinan AmMunicipal" be Amended by
successor shall have been
his
At
the
(G).
endment to Section 22, Article
Adding' thereto a new Section
appointed and qualified;
duly
his
submits
governor
time
the
2. of the Constitution of the
to be Ndmbered Section 19 to budget to
legislature,he shall Provided, that the three memthe
State of New Mexico.
read as follows:
.ilso submit a bill, to be known bers of the Commission first apJoint Res. No. 9 (As Amended)
"Section 19. The Legislature as
the "General Appropriation pointed and confirmed shall im1921.
8,
Appr. March
nay by enactment change, alter Bill," which shall contain all mediately qualify and classify
Be it Resolved by the Legislaor enlarge the powers and duties of the proposed appropriations themselves by lot so that one of
ture of the State of New
f the State Corporation Comm of the budget clearly itemized them shall hold office, for two
xico:
ission created by Section 1 ot th- and classified ; and the presiding years, one for four years, and
Section 1. That Section 22
is article for the control and reg officer of each house shall, im- one for six years, from and afArticle 11 of the Constitution
ulatinn "f Corporations and may mediately, cause said bill to be ter January 1st, 1923, and theof the state of New Mexico be
or alter the provision lor referred, together with the ac- reafter one Commissioner shall
amended so that the said section char j!( Tcement of its orders.
the
tn
companying budget, to the ap- be appointed every" two years ;
hall read as follows:
Until the Legislature shall ot- propriate committee, for its con- Provided, however, that the meUntil otherwise
Section 112.
herwise provide any order made sideration The governor may, mbers of the Commission first
provided by lav no alien ineliby
the commision fixing or cha- before final action thereon by to be appointed shall be appoingible to citizenship under the
nging any charge or rate or relat the legislature, amend or supple- ted during the regular session of
laws of the United States, or cor
to any matter with in it aut- ment
.said budget and general the legislature to convene in the
poration, copartnership or asso- ing
shall be binding upon the appropriation bill, to correct any year 1923, and provided further
hority
ciation, a majority of the stock
or company, or person oversight, or in case of an em- that until such Commission shall
or interest in which h owned or carrier,
and
w hom same is directed
to
ergency, by delivering such am- be duly appointed and qualified
held by such aliens, shall acquire
be enforced by the Suprem-- e
shall
endment or supplement to the as hereinabove provided, the
title, leasehold or other interest
Court according to the terms presiding officers of both hou- Commissioner of Public Lands
in or to real estate in Now Mex- of such order unless changed or ses ; and such amendment or su- elected at the' general election as
modified by said court on a hea- pplement shall thereby become Commissioner of Public Lands
ring applied for by such carrier, x part of said general appropria- with all the powers and authoriProposed Constitutional
company or person within a re- tion bill as an addition to the ty heretofore exercised by him.
Amendment
time limited in such or terns of said bill or as a modifi"Section 4 The State Land
No. 3
v asonable
cr.
shall select, locate,
Commission
for
a
substitution
of,
or
cation
A Joint' Resolution Prn'vsinr
Upon any hearing or proceed- any item of said bill such amen- classify, and have the direction,
An Amendment to Section 1
in any court upon any order
dment or supplement may effect. control, care and disposition of
of Article V of The Constitu- ing
by the commission within
issued
n
(II). The legis all public lands, under the pro
MexNew
tion of the State of
he scope of its authority the bur lature may amend such general visions of the Acts of Congress
ico, Entitled "EXECUTIVE
de n of proof shall be upon the ca
appropriation bill by increasing relating thereto and such reguDEPARTMENT."
rier.company or person to whom the items therein relating to the lations as may be provided by
is directed to show Judicial Department, but may law.
II. J. R, No. 19, Appr. Mch. Í mch order
of any charge
" Section 5 The Commission
not otherwise alter or amend
Re it Resolved by the unreasonableness
1921.
specrequiremet
or
fixed
rate
or
bill, exrept to strike out or shall annually elect one of its
such
Iegis'ature of the State of New
ified in such order and court reduie times therein.
members Chairman, and shall
Mexico:
motion and shall
own
of
its
may
appoint
a Chief Clerk, and such
n
to
(I).
Prior
V
1.
of Article
That Section
any interested the
request
final action on the general other officers, assistants, and
of the Constitution of the State upon require of
or authorize additi appropriation bil,l, the legislatu subordinates as may be requisite
of New Mexico entitled "Execu- party
evidence.
onal
re may provide tor its salaries, and necessary for the proper cotive Department," be and the
mileage and necessarv legisla- nduct of the affairs of the State
same is hereby amended to read
tive expenses by special appro- üird Office. J'he Commission
as follows:
Proposed Constitutional
priation bills, specifically limit-i- d shall prescribe its own rules of
"Section 1. The executive deAmendment
to such purposes, but before order and procedure concerning
partment shal consist of a goNo. 6.
segovernor,
final
action on the general ap- its official duties. The salaries
vernor, 1'ieutenant
cretary of state, state auditor, Joint Resolution Proposing The propriation bill, except upon re- of the Commissioners shall be
state treasurer, attorney geneAmendment of Section 3, Ar- commendation of the governor. fixed by the legilature.
"Section 6. All of the duties,
n
(J). The goverral,' superintendent of public
ticle XX, and Section 5, Artipowers,
and prerogatives now by
recomany
may,
time,
at
nor
instructions and commissioner
cle IV, of The Constitution of
upon or vested in
incumbent
law
elesupplemend to the legislature
of pnWic lands, who shall be
The State of New Mexico.
of Public LaCommissioner
the
mentary
supplemen
and
budgets
cted for a term of two years
C.S. for S.J.R. No.4 , Appr. Mch.
New Mexico,
of
nds
State
of
the
tary appropriation bills based
on the first day of Ja- 11, 1921.
nuary next after their election. De it Resolved by the Legisla- thereon, all of which shall be shall as soon as the first three
members, appointed and confirSuch officers, except the. suture of the State of New Me- subsect to the same procedure med under authority of this arperintendent of public instrucas the original budget and the
xico.
ticle, shall qualify, be incumbent
tion, after having served twe
1. That Section 3,"of general appropriation bill.
Section
K).
n
consecutive terms, shall be in- Article XX, of the Constitution
After fi- upon and vested in the State
eligible to hold any state office of the State of New Mexico be nal action on the general appro- Land Commission, and said Commission shall thereupon be
for two years thereafter.
and the same is hereby amended priation bill, or on recommenda- rleemed to be the legal successor
The officers of the executive to read as follows:
tion of the governor, special apof the Commissioner of Public
department, except the Lieute"Section 3. The term of office propriation may be enacted, but
nant Governor, during theii of every state, county or district every such appropriation, shall Lands of this State, and shall be
terms of office, shall reside and officer, except the governor of be embodied in a separate bill, bound by and have power to enforce all lawful contracts, ente- Keep the public records, books,
state, and those elected to limited to some single work, red into by the Commissioner of
the
papers and seals of office at the fill vacancies, shall commence on subject or purpose therein sta-Public Lands on behalf of the
seaUof government."
the first day of January next af- teeL
-.
State.
n
In
(L).
the
The term of
ter his election.
'
qualified
Any
7.
"Section
inconsistency
betProposed Constitutional
office of the governor of the event of any
Amendment
any of the provisions of ctor, of the State of New Meri-thi- s
state shall commence on the fiNo. 4
section and anv cf the other fco, who has attained the age of
rst day of December next after
provisions of the Constitution, thirty years, and who shall have
A Joint Resolution Proposing an his election.
this section b?en a resident of the State oi
5
ol
to
Section
Amendment
That Section 5, ;.he provisions of TKiMiinoSection 2.
Mexico, for five years next
here-'NeTint ,
Article VHP of the Constitu- of Article IV, of the Constitu- slu.il niw.nl.
O
t j.
nis aypuuunieia siwui
preceaiug
any
in
manner
affect
shall
in
tion' of the State of New
tion of the State of New Mexico
b qualified to hold office as a
FMitled "TAXATION and oe and the same is hereby ame- the provision of Section 22, of member
of the State Land
Article IV of the Constitution,
REVENUE."nded to read as follows:
'
"''be
preventing
as
or
ccnitrusd
"Section 5.
8.
The
Land
Stato
"Section
Marca li,
lio.
n
(A). The regu- the governor iroin calling spe
have
seal
a
shall
legislature
Be it Resolved by the lar biennial session of the legis cial sessions of the
jComraission
XP2I.
"Sub-Sectio-
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A'ith an appropriate device thereon, and such seal affixed to
any instrument, signed by the
Chairman or Acting Chairman,
and attested by the Chief Clerk,
shall be prima facie evidence of
the due execution thereof.
"Section 9. Each member of
the Commission shall, before entering upon the oath of office,
as prescribed for all State duties
of his office, qualify by taking
the officers, and shall execute
a bond, in favor of the State, in
the penal sum of 50.000.00 conditional upon the faithful performance of the duties of his office.
"Section 10. The Chairman
of the State Land Commission
shall be the third member, together with the governor and
Attorney General, of the Commission created by Section 11,
of the Act of Congress, approved June 10th, 1920, commonly
called the Enabling Act."

ding twelve mills on the dollar
upon all taxable property within
such city, town or village, sufficient to pay the interest on, and
to extinguish the principal of,
such debt within fifty years.
The "proceeds of such tax shall
be applied, only to the payment
of such interest and principal.
No such debt shall be created
unless the questions of incurring the same, shall at a regular
election for councilmen, alderman or other, officers of such
city, town or village,'or at a special election duly called for that
specific purpose, in the same
manner as for a regular election,
have been submited to a vote of
such qualified electors thereof
as have paid a property tax therein during the preceding year,
and a majority of those voting
on the question, deposited in a
separate ballot box, shall have
voted in favor of creating such
debt."

Proposed Constitutional
Amendmer.'
No. 10.
No. 8.
Joint Resolution Proposing an
A Joint Resolution Proposing
Amendment to Section 2 of
Article X of The Constitution
an Amendment to Section Two
of The State of New Mexico,
of Article Eight of the ConEntitled "County and Municistitution of the State' of New
pal Corporations."
Mexico.
C.S. for S.J.R. No. 21, Appr, II.J.R. No. 40. Appr. Mch. 14.
Proposed Constitutional
Amendment

Marr.h 12. 1921.
Be

It Resolved by the Legisla

ture of the State oí New

2)

Proposed Constitutional
Amendment
No. 9.
Joint Resolution Proposing an
Amendment of Section Twelve of .Article Nine of the Constitution of the State of New
Mexico, Entitled "State, County and Municipal Indebtdness.
II. J. R. No. 32. Appr. Mch. 14
1921.
Be' It Enacted by

the Legislature of the State of New Mexico.

Sectionl. That it is hereby
proposed to amend Section 12 of
Article 9 of the State Constitution so as to read as follows:
"Sec. 12. No city, town or Village shall contract any debt except by an ordinance, which shall be irreparable until the indebtedness therein provided for
shall have been fully paid or
discharged, and which shall specify for tius - purpose to which
the fund3 to be raised Ehr.ll bo
applied, and which shall provide
for the levy of a tax not excee- "

the Legislature of the State of New Mexi-

Me-

xico :
Section 1. That Section 2 of
Article VIII of the Constitution
of the State of New Mexico be,
and the same is hereby amended
to read as follows:
"Section 2. The maximum ra
te of taxation to be levied for all
state purposes and uses, including the educational penal, and
charitable institutions, shall not
exceed six mills on the dollar of
the assessed valuation of all property subject to taxation in the
state. The maximum rate of
tax to be levied for all County
purposes and uses, excepting
special school levies, general school tas levies, special sevies for
health purposes, and special levies on specific classes of property, shall not exceed five (5)
mills on the dollar: Provided,
However, that a tax not exceeding two (2) mills on the dollar
of the assessed valuation of all
property subject to taxation in
this state may be levied for the
construction and maintenance of
the State Highways, which said
two (2) mills levy shall be with
in the State or County limitations heretofore fixed. The maximum rate of tax to be levied
for all general County school purposes and uses shall not exceed ten (10) mills on the dollar
Provided, However, that an additional levy of not to exceed
five (5) mills on the dollar may
be made with the joint, written
consent of the Board of County
Commissioners and the State
Tax Commission.
The maximum rate or tax to be levied for
City, Town, or Village purposes
or uses shall not exceed five (5)
mills on the dollar. The maximum amount of tax to be levied
for health purposes shall not
(1-mill. The
exceed
maximum rate of tax to be levied by school districts for spe
cial school district purposes,
shall not exceed five (5) mills
on the dollar. The foregoing li
mitation shall not apply to levies
lor the payment of the public
debt or interest thereon; Provided, Further, that the limitation herein contained shall not
apply to tax levies authorized by
the Fifth Legislature and exe
mpted from similar limitations
in existing laws.
one-ha- lf

1921.
Be It Enacted by

co:
Section 1. That Section 2 of
Article X of the Constitution of
the State of New Mexico entitied
"County and Municipal Corporations" be and the same is hereby
amended so as to read as follows :
"Section 2. All County officers shall be elected for a term
of two years, until otherwise
provided by law, and no County
officer, excect the Countv Sch

Superintendent, after having

ool

served two consecutive terms,
shall be eligible to hold any
County office for two years the-

reafter."
Proposed Constitutional
Amendment
No. 11.
A Joint Resoution
Providing
for An Amendment to The
State of New Mexico by Adding Thereto Another Section
To Article IX, The Same to be
Numbered 16.
II.J.R. No. 25. Filed Mch. 23,
1921.

It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of New Mexi-

Be

co.

Section 1. That the following
amendment to Article IX of the
Constitution of the State of New
Mexico as an additional section
of said Article IX, to be numbe
red Section 16, is proposed, to
be submitted to the electors of
the state at an election to be
held.
Section 16. Laws enacted by
the Fifth Legislature authorizing the issue and sale of State
Highway Bonds for the purpose
of providing funds for the construction and improvement of
State Highways and to enable
the State to meet and secure allotments of Federal Pounds to aid
in construction and improvement of roads, and laws so enacted
authorizing the issue and sale
of State Highway Debentures to
anticipate the collection of revo
nues from motor vehicle licenses
irovidpo1 Lv
and other
law for the State Road Fund,
shall take effect without submit-- ,
ting them to the electors '. I the
state, and not withstandip: that
the total indebtedness of
te may thereby temporar
ceed one percentum of thf
ssed valuation of all property
subject to taxation in the istate.
Provided, that the total amount
of such State Highway Bonds
payable from proceeds' of taxes
levied on property outstanding
at any one time shall not exceed
two million dollars. The legislature shall not enact any lav
which will decrease pledged for
the payment of State Highway
Debentures or which will divert
any of such revenues to any
purpose so long as any of
the said debentures issued to anticipate the collection thereof re
main unpaid.
s

f
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NOTICE

are now ready to build
that fire proof house or garage
for you, out of cement steam
cured blocks or trick, both face
or com men finish. This is the
hollow wall system which means
a dry house, we also do General
Contracting ánd Carpenter and
We

LI1

Roy cement Products Co.
4,

'

John II. Hombaker, Prop
Roy, N.M.
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THE SPRAY COFFEE a SPICI
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WAIK EI, WAVING We lead In this as
ii oiner lines. Charle Hair & Beauty
Shop. 410 16th St.. Denver, Colt
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ron

am.

occasions,

Park Floral Co.. 1643 Broadway.
1IKAU1V PAItl.oitS. Hair
by
mail. Mlllicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St.
JRWRI.nr CO. Diamonds, watches, Bllverware. Out town
orders careful attention Eat. 1873.
THE NKW YORK PLEATING CO.
For best pleating, hemstitching, covered button tod button bales.
Writs for cnlo.
1523 Stout, Ueoser, Colo.
1I0IIM-AM.R-
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GROCERIES
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IncomeB and Profit Tax Big.
Washington.
Nearly 75 per cent of
the government's tax revenue of

during the last fiscal year
same from tuxes on incomes and profits, according to an official summary
made public by the Treasury Department. The principal sources of the remaining 23 per cent were listed as
follows:
Tobacco, $255,218,499, including cigarettes, $135,053,309; transfer of estates, $154,939,002; transportation of
freight, $140,019.077; transportation of
passengers, $97,481,896; admissions to
theaters, concerts, cabarets, etc.,
distilled spirits, $82,590,000;
automobiles, motorcycles, trucks, etc.,
$76,028,157; capital stock of corporations, $81,514,344
nonalcoholic beverages, $58,073,192; automobile
tires,
parts and accessories, $39,517,602; telegraph, telephone and radio messages,
$27,300,223; jewelry, watches, clocks,
opera glasses, etc., $24,303,905; candy,
$20,436,478; pianos, organs, etc., $11,'
507,931; furs, $9,081,238; seats, berths
and staterooms, $8,485,014 ; motion picture films, leased, $0,008,108; perfumes, cosmetics and medical articles,
$5,800,768 ; sporting goods, etc. $4,283,-87; playing cards, $2,003,941 ; chewing
gum, $1,332,177; toilet soaps, $2,223,-773- ;
bowling alleys, pool and billiard
tables, $2,364,052.
Big Armament Delegations.
Washington.
Washington
officials
began to get an idea of the magnitude
of the armament and far eastern conferences in point of number of particirepants. The British government,
sponding to informal inquiries, advised

the State Department that its delegation and accompanying
staff, would
number about 100 persons. The Chinese government, several day's ago, informed officials here that its representatives and their attendants probably
would total almost 100. The Japanese party, originally fixed at 80 persons, it was learned today now has
grown to at least 150 persons. It is understood here that a special steamshlr.
mid two special railroad trains will he
used for the transportation
of this
Japanese delegation, which, at this
time, promises to be the most numerous of any taking part In the conference.

"Fate" Film is Censored.
Los Angeles. Action to clamp ar
censorship- - on motion pic
ture exhibitions in Los Angeles was
taken by unanimous vote of the city
council when the showing of "Fate,"
a production in which Clara Smith
is starring, was ordered stopped and the city prosecutor
was ordered to enforce rigidly all city
iron-boun- d

Hamon-Gormn-

n

ordinances regulating
films In Los Angeles.

WOOD AND FORBES

FINISH THE
PHILIPPINE INVESTIGATION

of
-

Parrot I Park Policeman.
Chicago. "Yokel," a parrot, whose
former owner "conducted a saloon in
the Maxwell street district, and was
turned adrift when the" saloon went
out of business", has found a new Job.
Policeman-Pete- r
Schaeffer found the
bird asleep in a tree: near Wllinette.
The policeman decided to take the
'bird to the police station! On the way
to the station the policeman was treated to sundry original' observations,
such as: '
"It is 1 o'clock, boys. Close the
"It's morning nów. Gotta get up."
"Such shocking conduct."
After a ; consultation at the police
tatlon, 'it was decided to turn the
bird's talent to good use. So "Yokel"
was given a job as park censor at
Wll-mett-

-

"He makes the best kind of a sparrow cop," says Policeman Schaeffer.
"He gets out on a limb in the park
""
.
and starts shouting:
"'Ten o'clock! Step your spooning
now and go on home!' and most of the
couples go without stopping to see who
La doing the talking."

Burns Children for Revenge.
Medford, Wis. Charged with setting fire to the barn v at her farmhouse near Dublin, lit which her child
and two stepchildren were burned to
death, Mrs.. John Koscielny entered
plea of guilty when arraigned here at
a preliminary hearing. When questioned by District Attorney Anderson
as to her motive in burning the children, Mrs. Koscielny replied that she
wanted to get revenge on her husband
for alleged brutal treatment.
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Kpes Randolph, president of the Arizona Eastern and the Southern Pacific
de Mexico, and one of the pioneer railroad men of the Southwest, died at
Tucson.
At a receut meeting of the New Mexfor
ico Bean Growers' Association in Estancia, N. M., to arrange for the selling contracts for the year, it- - was decided to continue the organization for
'
We want you to have the
the coming years.
best paper for "BULL."
County Agent Hamilton of Estancia,
So now you can receive
N. M., reports that the winter wheat
with each package a book
crop will be more than doubled this
of 24 leaves of IRU.-t- he
year as most of the farmers thluk that
very finest cigarette
It they can get it in the ground early
' paper in the world.
it will yield more than the spring
'
vlu;at.
The Gila Farms Company, which will
soon have one of the finest herds of
thoroughbred livestock in the southern
Dustiest Highways Increase.
part of New Mexico, recently unloaded
Ameriwhich
with
the
rapidity
The
which will be
125 Hereford bulls
can people are turning to the dustless
Cattle
pluced on the range of the
highway Is shown in figures recently
Company, near Silver City.
compiled from reports to the United
Farmers and stockmen in the vicinStates bureau of mines. The. figures
show that In the last eight years ity of Weed, near Alamogordo, N. M.,
5,000,000 tons of asphalt and a&phaltic have formed an association to rid the
materials have gone into American country of coyotes and other predahighways a quantity sufficient for tory animals. Locul men will have
60,000 miles of roads and streets. The charge of the work under the direction
asphaltlc, treated highways in the of the biological survey.
Lieut. Com. Emory Coil of Tucson
United States, if connected In one
great roadway 10 feet wide, would was among the party of American navtwice circle the globe.
al officers aboard the dirigible Zlt-which exploded and was destroyed
above the city of Hull, England, acPrudent Mentality.
"You appear rather proud of the cording to Gen. L. H. Manning, futher-ln-laof the lieutenant commander.
fact that you are vunable to understand the relativity theory."
Mrs. Ememline M. Noyes, one of the
"I'm not exactly proud," replied oldest residents of I'rescott, Ariz., and
Senator Sorghum. 'T)ut I am resigned.
cousin of Frank 1$. Noyes of the
I put great faith In the wisdom of Washington Star, president of the Asthe plain people. So long as the plain sociated Press, died In a hospital In
people didn't grt the Idea I don't bePrescott. She was 84 years old and
lieve It would be to my advantage to had lived in Prescott fifty-onyears.
assert any superior Intelligence or ex- She previously lived in California and
clusive Information."
Illinois.
Civic
The Las Vegas Women's
Delicacy Seemed to Please.
organized with a
Tasting Ice cream for the first time League has beeu
membership for the purpose of
in their lives, Joe Jable and his three large
helping women to cast their ballots insons from the mountains near Un'on-toworganization Is nonMd., disposed of 61 dishes of telligently. The
eliden vor to give Its
will
but
partisan,"
it at their first sitting. Fifteen each
members the benefit of thorough disfor the boys and sixteen for dad.
cussion of all matters on which they
will be called on to vote.
Not From His Viewpoint
George Dewey Carlos, 22, was killed
"This town Is noted for Its beautiful
by lightning at his home, a mile north
women."
"Aw, g'wan ! I'm the ice man !"
of Cosclno, Ariz. He and a younger
brother had been cutting wood. George
Ideals are never 'attained, because was standing near a tree, his ax over
ideals are Impossibilities, this being a his shoulder. The tree, struck by the
human world.
lightning bolt, was uprooted, the current passing to the young woodsman.
Stage-strucgirls should think twice His death was nlmost instantaneous.
before they begin to act.
Residents of Hope, N. M., and the
surrounding country held a big meeting to discuss the proposed Irrigation
project which is to be constructed
north of there. The water shed north
of the cityjs one of the largest In the
country and with the building of a
large reservoir it would be possible to
irrigate over 250.000 acres In the valley between Hope and Artesla.
W. H. Smith, formerly city clerk of
Bell-an-s
Nogales, Ariz., surrendered to the
Hot
county attorney to answer to a charge
Relief
of having embezzled $0,087.23 while he
was city" clerk. Smith's bail was fixed
LL-A- WS
at. $5,000 and he was given time to
to
FOR INDIGESTION raise the bond. Smith Is alleged 12,
have embezzled the money on Aug.
1918, by having cashed checks belonging to the city and devoting the money
to his own use.
11 your Ford shake and rattles when you
Applications for more than $500,000
work the brake, hare your dealer install
in loans to cattlemen In Arizona were
approved by the Arizona advisory committee of the National Live Stock Finance Corporation, at a meeting of the
'
conynittee at. Phoenix.
Widespread interest is being shown
in the broom corn association which
. . FOR, FORDS
was formed at. Portales, N. M., some
Write forthe interesting story of "Cork Insert"
it's free.
. :
time ago for. the marketing of the crop.
This system has been tried out In Cur-iADVANCE AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CORP.
17Z3 PnürU Aranua, Chicago
and other counties and 'it is thought
that there Is no reason why it- will wot
be- a success.
Charles Moon, a prisoner In the state
penitentiary at Florence, died as a result of injuries received when a bank
gravel- pit at
caved in on him
offers to home seekers opportunities that can.
not be secured elsewhere. The thousands of
the prison. Moon was working In the
farmers from the United States who have
pit when the cave-I- "occurred. He was
accepted Canada's generous offer to settle on
FREE- homesteads or buy farm land in her
immediately dug out bat died a short
provinces have been well repaid by bountiful
time later in the hospital.
crops. There is still available on easy terina
At a special meeting of the officials
$!5 to $39 an lera
Fartils Land
f the Curry County Fair Association,
land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
held at Clovis, N. M., It wits decided to
of wheat to the acre oats, barley and
hold the annual fair somf time In Ocflax also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hoge is equally
tober, the dates to be announced later.
rentable. Hundreds of farmers in Western
E anada have raised crops in a single season
At the meeting the officers and comworth more than the whole cost of their land.
mittees for the coming event were
With such success comes prosperity, independence, good homes and all the comforts and
chosen and the plans for the big proconveniences which make Ufe worth living.
gram made.
Farm Gardens, Poultry, Dairying
The sawmill of the Southwest Lumare sources of income second only ts grain
growing ana stock raising. Attractive
Company at Alamogordo, N. M.,
ber
Climate, good neighbors, churches indAv'l
been shut down on account of the
has
gooa
sciiooia,
ii lai kcis. niuuia lacuiues,
rural telephone, etc
shortage of logs. For some time the
For certificate entitling yon to remill had been running at the rate of
duced railway ratea, illustrated litera
ture, mapa, description of farm oppor
50,000 feet per day, but it Is likely that
lumiKV in m simuua, oasiiaicnewail.
there will be no further work for some
ai nena ana tmusa commota. etc,
""
"
' ::,!time.
write
W.V.BENNETT
Highway Commission in
The
State
'
torn, Bm Building
New Mexico has launched a big rond
Omaha, Nab.
building program with six new federal
tasjaL etasvlynBMBi
aid projects, one to cost $40,707.02: a
PisBsalss X Cms
second to cost $05,050.07 ; a third,
; the fourth, $41,024.73 ; o f if th,
IV HMOVt
Dr lanv's
arqajrlat
mt bf
Uidtmatnt tsa
. Dr. C. Pt. 9rry
109,844.49,
and the sixth, $74,194.47.
1 ItkUAL-LvilvflsssayS

DURHAM
tobacco makes 50
good cigarettes
10c
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The new high school building which
has been under construction at Socorro, N. M., for some time has been com- WILL
pleted and opened for the fall term of

GENUINE

TIM
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KODAK COMPANY
Sixteenth Street. Denver. Colorado.
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Experience of a Providence Woman

SUBMIT REPORTS

"I

took Lydls
R. I.
Vegetable Compound
for a female trouble and backache.
It began just after my baby was born,
and did the beat I could about getting my work done, but I had awful
bearing-dow- n
pains so I could not
stand on my feet I read in the papers
about Lydia E. Pinkbam's Vegetable
Compound and the good it was doing
other women, and have got dandy
results from it and will always recYou can use these facts
ommend
as a testimonial if you wish." Mrs.
Herbert L. Cassen, 18 Men! Court,
Providence, R. I.
Providence,
E. Pinkham'g

MISSION FINDS FRIENDSHIP FOR
U. S. IS STRONG

f

THROUGH.
"

OUT ISLANDS.

(Westero Newspaper Union

News

senile.)

Maulla, P. I. MaJ. Gen. Leonard
Wood and Cameron B. Forbes, sent
by President Harding to investigate
conditions in the Philippines for the
purpose of guiding the administration
in its policy toward the islands,
reached Manila, having completed a
four months' tour of the archipelago.
The mission's work on Inspection
Is completed, and as soon as a brief
confidential report is cabled to President Harding a final report of the
mission's findings will be prepared.
This is expected to require two or
three weeks.
Although General Wood has made
no public announcement on the subject, it is understood he will retire
p
from the army to accept the
of the Philippines.
The mission has traveled 15,000
miles through
by
the archipelago
steamer, motor, horseback and afoot.
It visited forty-fiv- e
of the forty-seveprovinces,
public
conducted
hearings in more than a hundred municipalities, listened to more than a
thousand speeches and held private
conferences Willi many hundreds of
persons.
Throughout their tour the Investigators heard expressions of friendliest
regard for Americans, and gratitude
for what the United States has accomplished In the development of the
Filipino peoples.
A large majority of Filipino speakers at public meetings held by the
mission advocated some form of independence uisjler an. American protectorate.
Only a few declared for absolute independence, and a few others declared themselves satisfied with the
Diesent government. The mission also
received petitions from many
tribes and Individuals and
groups of Filipino business men In
various parts of the islands, asking
be conthat American sovereignty
tinuo'!.
In the islands of Mindanao and Sulu
which are inhabited by Moros, who
are Mohammedans, and by Christian
Filipiuos and pagan hill tribes, there
was found a wide difference .of opinion on the question of independence.
Virtually all the Moros, and hill
tribesmen, represented by their, datos
or chiefs, opposed independence, according to speakers at public meetings.
On the other bund, the Filipinos in
these provinces favored independence.
Petitions were presented by the Moros
asking that the islands of Mindanao
and Sulu be made an American territory, and some of the more radical
datos openly stated that they could
not be responsible
for the consequences if their people were pluced under Filipino rule.
governor-generalshi-

n

Fireman Dies En Route to Funeral.
Chicago. Willie escorting the body
of a dead comrade to its final resting
place In Kewaunee, Wis., John Collins,
a city fireman of Tucson, Ariz.,
dropped dead, supposedly of heart disease, in the baggage room of the Union
station In Chicago.
Urge Reform of Modern Dance.
Chicago. Dancing masters having
failed In their efforts to design a dance
which would meet with the approval
of the Methodist church and cause it
to" lift its ban on dancing, Dr. C. H.
McCrea, assistant editor of the Northwestern 'Christian Advocate, a church
publication, suggested that Methodists
now undertake to reform the dance.
He suggested in an editorial some form
of "mutual athletics that will save all
that is ' harmless and provide all that
Is lacking In the. social
life of the
young people of both sexes."

Judge Give "Vagrants" $1.
.Chicago. Justice threw away her
blindfold. Seven penniless "vagrants"
found sleeping In a park were , taken
before Judge Charles McKinley, expecting fines and workhouse sentences.
The court instead gave each man a
new dollar bill and a letter a?.irin;
him of a job in a South Chicago rolling mill. "Courts were created not
merely to dispense punishment, but to
lend a helping hand to those temporarily In dire circumstances," said the
judge. Police fear a "run" on the
park.
Launch Big Battleship.
Camden, K J. The Washington,
one of the largest and most powerful
guperdrendnaughts ever built for the
United States navy, litis beeu launched
t the New York Shipbuilding
here. As the great fighting machine slid down the ways toward the
Delaware river, Jean Summers,
daughter of Representative
and Mrs. J. W. Summers of Walla
Valln, broke a bottle containing waters from the principal rivers of her
native state on Its bow.
Com-'pan-

by

f
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Ohio woman for three years

could hardly keep about and
do her bouse work she was so ill.
Made well by Lydia . Pink-ham- 's
Vegetable Compound t
Fayette, O. "For about three year
I was very nervous and had backache,

nains, could
sideacbe, dragging-dow- n
not aleen at night and haü no snn- tite. At times I could hardly do my housework. I got medicine from the
doctor but it did not help me. I saw Lydia E. Pinkham'e Vegetable Compound
advertised in a newspaper and took it with good results, and am now able to
do my housework.
I recommend your medicine to my friends and you may
publish my testimonial." Mrs. Chester A. Ball, R. 15, Fayette, Ohio.

.

An Illinois woman relates her experience:

Bloomington, 111." I was never very strong and female trouble kept me
I had such a backache I could
so weak I had no interest in my housework.
not cook a meal or sweep a room without raging with pain. Rubbing my
back with alcohol sometimes eased the pain for a few hours, but did not stop
' I heard of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and six bottles of it
have made me as strong and healthy as any woman ; and I give my thanks to
J.A.McQuiTTY, 610 W. Walnut St.Bloomington, I1L
it for my health. Mrs.
The conditions described by Mrs. Cassen, Mrs. Ball, and Mrs. McQuitty will
appeal to many women who struggle on with their daily tasks in just such conditionsin fact, it is said that the tragedy in the lives of some women is almost
beyond belief. Day in and day out they slave in their homes for their families
and beside the daily routine of housework, often make clothes for themselves and for their children, or work in their gardens, all the while suffering
pains, backache, headaches, nervousness, the
from those awful bearing-dow- n
blues, and troubles which sap the very foundation of life until there comes a
time when nature gives out and an operation seems inevitable. If such
women would only profit by the experience of these three women, and remember that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the natural restorative
for such conditions it may save them years of suffering and unhappiness.
There is hardly a neighborhood in'any town or hamlet in the United States
wherein some woman does not reside who has been restored to health by this
famous medicine. Therefore ask your neighbor, and you will find in a great
many cases that at some time or other she, too, has been benefited by taking
and will recommend it to you. For more than forty years this old-- f asnioned root
and herb medicine haabeen restoring suffering women to health and strength.

it

"--

it

Lydia E. Pinkham's Private

Text-Boo-

upon "Ailments Pecu-

k

liar to Women" will be nent to you free upon request. Write

to The Lydia E. Plnkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Massachusetts.
This book contains valuable information.

CAR

DRIVING

HARD

ON FEET

WHY JOHN WAS NOT SMOKING

of Accelerator Causes . "Short Probably the Wildest Idea of His
Clubmates Would Have Been
Circuit" of Pedal Nerves or "Motor
Wide of the Mark.
Foot," It Is Said.

Use

the club have been
Edwards, the Invetthe last week, and
surmising and conjecturing, but Johnnie wouldn't give
himself away. It seems that Johnnie
has held the prize for the champion
smoker of the club for ten years.
In the last week Johnnie has been
seen strolling around the room with
a dejected, lost appearance and between his lips always the inevitable
cigarette. But It was never lighted.
Nobody liked to ask him questions and
he didn't volunteer any explanation, so
k
It wasn't explained until Jlmmle
teleon
say
the
him
overheard
accelerator.
phone:
This position causes a displacement
"No, you have got to stick to your
of the metatarsal bones which In turn

When car owners return from their
summer vacation many of them reA new summer epiturn limping.
demic is at large in the ranks of vacationists.
The new ailment has been given the
popular name of "motor foot." In the
language of surgical chiropody it Is Indexed and classified under the name
of "metatarsal displacement."
Continuous motoring is the cause
It is a right foot
of the ailment.
trouble caused by the continuous strain
occasioned by long motor trips when
the driver keeps his fcot in the strained
position required by the use of car

causes

them,

in motor

language,

Van-Vee-

to word now. Í swore off If you would,
and goodness knows I want one bail
enough, but Doc says you've gotta
leave 'em alone for a while. Now be u
good little mother and remember your
promise." New York Sun.

"short" the nerves of that part of the
foot. This In turn is the answer for
'he pain that accompanies the
of possessing "motor foot."
"Motor foot" not only makes walking painful, but practically eliminates
golf, tennis or any of the other popular forms of active recreation.
Their crooked ways enable
men to make both ends meet.

All the men at
watching Johnnie
erate smoker, for
there's been much

some

Long Distance Investment.

"What was

lie

arrested for?"

"Sell-

ing canal stock." That Isn't a criminal offense, is It?" "The canal Is on
Mars."

The Folly of Cheating Nature
Many people get the
Idea that they can keep
their nerves on edge and
their digestion upset year
after year, and "get away
with it" They sleep only
half as much as ' they
should and never get
properly and thoroughly
rested.

If you tire out easily,
if you are getting pale and
anemic, if your food
doesn't digest as it should,
would it not be well to
stop and consider whether
coffee or tea is having its
effect on you?
The caffeine and thein
found in coffee and tea
are drugs, as any doctor
can tell you. Is it any
wonderthatthe8teadyuse
of these drugs sometimes
causes serious damage?

y

If you really want to
be fair with yourself, and

give yourself the oppo-

rtunity you deserve in
order to do your best
work, make up your mind
to quit coffee and tea for
awhile and drink delicious, appetizing Postura
instead.

.Postum permits

sound, refreshing sleep
which builds strength,
energy and endurance.

Order Postum from
your Grocer today. Drink
this hot, refreshing beverage in place of tea or coffee
for 10 days and see what
a wonderful difference it
will make in the way you
feeL

Postum comes in two
forms: Instant Postum (in tins)
made instantly in the cup by
the addition of boiling water.
Postum Cereal (in packages of
larger bulk, for those who prefer to make the drink while the
meal is being prepared) trade
by boiling for 20 minuta, '

Postum for Health
"There's a Reason"

J
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THE SERVICE GARAGE

Most successful business 'men owe their success
Savings Account Habit.

are now better prepared than ever to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which makes
them last much longer.
We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and, we guarantee every

...

piece of work that we do.
Bring in that car or tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
in.
"Come to the place where you get
your work done by Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
RAYMOND PENDLETON PROPRIETOR

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HIGH GRADE
LOW PRICED CHILDRENS SCHOOL SHOES.
COME IN AND EXAMINE THEM

GUARANTEED

to"

the

CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE

'

DRY GOODS

1921

The Only Road To Success

We

FECIAL'

h,

VULCANIZIN

GUARANTEED

The Shay a CompanY

Septembei-lOt-

Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly it
will grow.
,
We will open an account with you for as low as $1.09
We PAY 5 PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS
i

-

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE

BANK OF ROY

VULCANIZIN G

Capital and
Surplus

DONT FORGET OUR FALL COATS. THE VERY
BEST IN MATERIAL, AND THE VERY
LATEST IN STYLES.

$36,000.00

Mrs. E. J. H. Roy has been on
the sick list this week.

George Ray attended the Round-up
at Tucumcari this week,
READY TO LOAN
Read the Harding County Fair
Miss Mary Hern returned fr he reports that it was a success.
premium list which appears in
BILLION
ON
FARMS
om San Jon, N.M. where she has
this weeks paper.
J. E. Brown, manager of the
been for several months.
Washington, D. C, Sept 6,
Roy Trading Co. made a business
A granary built of lumber keDan Laumbach is visiting fr trp to Springer the first of the Preparations for advancing up-eps
your wheat in good conditof
a
wards
billion
Agr
dollars
in
iends and relatives at Mora,
i:icultural and
week.
livestock credits ion until you are ready to sell it
and Santa Fe this week.
under recent legislation have vi that means a better price for yoGeorge Perry came ;in fiom rtualy been
cmpleted by the ur wheat. Call on F.S. Strickland
buAndy Weist a prominent
ana renewed ms cwi uu- - war finance corporation, offfici at Roberts & Olver's lumber ya- siness man of Wagon Mound, soiano
scnption for two years, Come als said. The corporation pro-- ! rd and let him tell you how you
was in Roy this week on
'111De. reaciy
DaDiy win
witnm a can build now and pay for the
again George.
week or so to functionunder its material later.
Anderson and
Miss Fprn iVnew eft for Lor-- enlarged powers designed to at- Mrs. T
Are you losing money by selMosquero,
.'.'pent
children of
last week where she ford needed credit relief to the
ling CREAM too cheap. Ship to
farmers, it was said.
veral days this week in Roy vi- - will teach school ths winter.
To expedite the advances exe- - TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
Dr. Gibbs and sons Donnie
siting friends and relatives.
cutive
committees are being for- - and you will notice the differenRoündMeyler,
and
attended the
Adv.
Jake Floersheim who has been up at Tucumcari, and visited med in agricultural and stock ce in CREAM check.
sewill
raising
sections and
attend
in Trinidad and Denver for
friends while there.
A BARGAIN
to preliminary details of applica- If you want a
veral days, returned home Thur- on
bargain
necessary
making
the
best
wheat farm
the.
sday. Miss Etna stopped off at; y0y Hooker the good
s'
where she will attend rej manlger for the Western vestigations and determining in Harding County, write me at
school his winter.
lUnion at this piace has been bu- - the, adequacy of securities offe- - once. If taken soon will sell
cheap. 320 acres and only a few
'ay the past week lining up a red.
iu'Ics from town.
W. G. Smith, representing the bunch of western Union Clocks
T. H. Blankenship,
The J. E. Busey Co. are remó- liowies acnooi oupijuea was
f.,r thft i,ns npss r. aces of Rov.
of- deling
Winf ield, 'i exas.
the
interior
of
their
business visitor in Roy several v to date
has the promise of
ucU
uays ti us wee, im. ouinu
uiaftiii6
eleven business houses to have
his family with him, they hay- - ,ocks installed but he must ha improvements which adds much . .The people of Roy will be interested to learn that Roberts &
ing come over from Amarillo in
at least 15 clocks before the to the beauty of their office,
Olver have again reduced their
Suner-siL
his Hudson
M.
T.
Mrs.
prices on lumber and building
Rosebud,
of
Nix,
If you have not already contrac-Edger J. Floersheim is having ted for onCj see the manager and Moore Nix and wife of Ty- - material.
?C,VC1U
ine interior oi ms wsaumui uu- - Hooker at once at the Western "uc
.
,
?'
i,;,v, f v,o. aays ai me w
nussei nomei ine r. o. mown Motor Co.
me in the east part of town re
onA
has sold one Sampson Tractor
painted and recalcimined ' this ve one installed for you. The tnls wee
Plow to P.P. Blake of Mosand
week, which adds much to the rate wil be $1.25 per month for
,'
v
quero and will make delivery
Dont forget .the Chicken-Po- t
beauty of his home.
tí
Qv, wv , LtanA
r ..
. r: j:
ti-- íj
x
me rair, npvt- wppk.
IS received from tne INaval OD- - ríe umiicr rimay m
Dale Smth., of Dsmver, repro servatory at Washington D. C.
Grounds.
The Sampson Tractor
senting the Sampson Tractor
$1185 is now $665.00
and Truck, has been in town this
week demonstratng the famous
Are you getting all your
tractor for the F. S. Brown Mois worth? If not, ship
CREAM
tor Co., the local dealers at Roy.
to TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
A. W. Belmont, of Springer,
Adv.
It will pay you well
representing the Superior School
Furniture Co. was in Roy Wed
DEALER IN GRAIN
The F. S. Brown Motor Co.
nesday and Thursday bidding on
sold one Sampson Tractor
has
the school furniture for the Roy
and Tandem Disc to J.B. Wood-arschools;
If you have any grm to sell, see me or write
of Roy and will make delivery
this week.
lion. Ben Brown of Mosquero
Roy
in
was a business visitor
FOR SALE
the first of the week. Mr. BroFORDSON
TRACTOR
NEW
wn is a strong Bursum suporter
and plow. Write or see
and is working hard in tht Bur-suIRA THETFORD, MILLS,N.M.
interests.
17- - 24- - 1st pd.
Rep. Montoya spoke to a large crowd at Mills last Thursday
in the interest of the Bursum
campaign.
Severa from Roy
attended the speaking.

Kerr Self Sealing Mason Jars, only $1.05 per dz.
Try our J.S.U. Coffee in 5 pound Milk Maid Buckets. $2.25
OUR GALLON SPECIALS ARE STILL ON
(This week only.)

Hol-ma- n

til

R. P. Shay a Co.

Fh-nps-

1

'

,

.

I

i
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TEACH YOUR $$$ TO HAVE MORE CENTS

.

j

J. A. Stevenson one of the
CARD OF THANKS
mesa's prominent farmers will
We wish to thank our relatives
have a big cattle sale in the near
future. Watch the a for his and friends for the great kindness and sympathy shown dursale bill and announcement.
ing the death of our beloved
Carl Guthman made a business husband and father.
Mrs. J.R.Leach
trip to Dawson the first of the
Tressie Leach
week. He reports everything
Fred Leach
very quiet and work scree in
School books, school books.of
"the mining town.
) kinds
at the Floersheim Mer.

natu-'tion-

'

S--

nu

--

Glen Cooley,

ex-de-

'

x.

I

was called to Riverside Ca'
last week on account of the sick

"

-

G'lstrap, Maxwell's
telephone man,, was a business of hi 3 wife.
ness
itor in Roy the first of
wee':.
Joe called around and
the
'The Sampson Tractor comes
to
equipped with PULLEY and changed the date of his
1922.
Brake Governor. Platform and
fenders.
Fred Fluhrrn.n one of the Mesa's prosperous farmers was traJohn Harris. Pres. of the Bank ding with the Roy
merchants
of Roy, and George Hunker, Vi- Saturday.
Mr. Fluhman
has
ce President, of Las Vegas, were one of
improved farms
the
best
in Roy the latter part of last on the mesa.
week looking over their business
interest; here. They report thMr. and, Mrs. H. C. Eberhart
emselves veil pleased with the of Ribera, came to Roy last Saoutlook of the Mesa.
turday and will operate a photo
gallery at he Roy Theatre for
The Beck Motor Company has a few weeks. They will also do
some good news for you ; go ov- postcard work during the fair.
er and see them and let them
show you the new prices on
H. E. Noble came in from
Fords, and they will soon con- Fallbrook, Calif, last week and
vince you i hat you can now own is spending a few weeks on the
a Ford. Read their ad in this mesa looking after his farm. Ed.
weeks paper.
is well pleased wth California,
and will probably stay there for
C. Ernest Anderson,
County the next few years.
Clerk had the misfortune to get
his fingers crushed last Saturday ' Carlos Branch came in from
while working with a threshing El Paso the latter part of last
outfit at the Roy Freeman farm week and will spend a few weeks
north of town. Dr. Gibbs dressed visiting relatives and friends in
the wounds and Ernest is having Roy. Carlos is so fat and sassy
the pleasure of trying to work looking that scarcely any of his
friends knew h,im.
left handed for a few weeks.
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Solano, and Mosquero, New Mex.
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Co. Sup't. Myra 0. Derees was
a business visitor at Tucumcari
several days this week.

,

'

I

. .Yum-Yu-

m.

it sure is

going-

-

to

be good? Why the cbicken dinner at the Fair Grounds, Friday.

QUALITY

Fairview Pharmacy
The Koy Drug Store

PRIC- EAND

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Per fumes,'-Toile- t
Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-OAT-

SERV ICE

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
JAll the Popular Drinks 'andjlc

News stand,

All Ü13

ta.

HotJDrinks

inseason.

alast Magaz'i323 and daily papers.

ESTABL1SHEÍ)1903

Dr. M. D. Gibbs
(r.rpiútcr.)

S.E. PAXTON GROG. CO.
"A Square Deal Every Day."

SUPLEMENT TO THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Cash and Merchandise

HARDING COUNTY
FAIR

9.
Applications for space for the mercan- tile exhibits shall be made to the Secretary..
Space will be reserved in the order of application.

The decision of the judges shall, in all
cases, be final.

Division
1.

,

2.
3.
4.

All

This list carried here for the

benefit of those who
may not receive the
regular folder.

12.
The judging will be done the afternoon
of September 16th, and the morning of September 17th.
13
Premiums will be paid only to the
hibitors who have an order drawn by the
cretary on the Treasurer.
.

Lot
1.
The Fair will be opened on each day at
9 a. m. and at that time the managers of the

'

departments will be in their places.
2.
EXHIBITS WILL BE RECEIVED NO
EARLIER THAN 8 A.M. September 14th,and
no later than 10. a. m. September 15th. Books
will be closed at 10. a. m. September 15th.
3.
The Association is not responsible in
case of fire or theft.
4.
All articles entered must remain on exhibition until 6 p. m. September 17th and must
be removed not later than 6 p. m. September
18th.
5.

All articles must be exhibited by the

producer or his authorized agent.
6.
All agricultural, Home Economics apd
Livestock exhibits will be entered free of all
charge. In the case of livestock exhibits, the
exhibitor will be expected to look after his own
exhibits.
7.
As articles are entered the Secretary
will give two cards to each exhibitor.
These
cards and the exhibit "will be presented to the
head of the department in which the exhibit is
to be placed. As the exhibit is placed, the manager of the department will attach one card to
it and return the other card to the exhibitor to
act as a receipt. In no case will names of exhibitors be placed upon the exhibits until after
the judging has been done.
8.
In case where there is only one exhibit
in a class, second prize will be awarded it. No
prizes will be awarded to exhibits not deemed
worthy by the judges.

Jersey bull, over 18 mo. 6.00
Jersey cow, over 18 months 6.00

3.00
3.00
Holstein bull, over 18 mo. 6.00
3.00
Holstein cow,over 18 'mo. 6.00
3.00
Bulb must be registered. Cows may be
Division

1.

2.
3.
4.
5
6.
7.
8.
9?

10.
11.
12.
13.
Beans,Pinto
14.
Millet, threshed
15.
Millet, sheaf
16.
Cane, threshed, any variety
17.
Cane, sheaf, any variety .
18.
Milo Maize Threshed
19 ,Milo Maize Sheaf

....

.

2nd
$2.50
2.50

,

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.0o

2.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

.

1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

Kaffir Corn Threshed
1.00
21
Kaffir Corn Sheaf
1.00
Threshed grain and bean exhibits shall
consist of at least 50 pounds. Sheaf exhibits
shall be no less than 6 inches in diameter and
20

15 inches high.

Division

2

Beef Cattle

Lot
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Shorthorn bull, over 18
months .
6.00
Shorthorn cow, over 18 mo. 6.00
Hereford bull, over 18 mo. 5.00
Hereford cow, over 18 mo. 4.00
Fat steer, under 18 mo.... 6.00
All bulls entered must be registered.

may be grade.

4

Swine

3.
4.

1st

Duroc Jersey boar, over 6
months old
4.00
Duroc Jersey sow, over 6 ,
months old
4.00
Duroc Jersey pig either sex 2.00
Poland China boar, over 6
months old
4.00
Poland

5.

China sow, over

2.

2nd
2.00
2.00
1.00

3.
.

3.00
3.00
3.00
2.00
3.00
Cows

2.00

months old

....

....

.

'

1.00
1.00

.50
.50

Boys' and Girls' Exhibits

1st
Pig raised by Boy or Girl. $4.00
Sewing exhibit consisting
of towel, utility or clothes
bag and one garment .... 2.50
Cooking exhibit, consist-

2nd
$2.00
1.25

ing of two loaves of white
1.25
bread and one other article 2.50
SPEED AND ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM
Thursday September 15.
'
Forenoon will practically all be used for
placing of exhibits and final preparatory work.
12.30 P. M.
Parade from Town to Fair
Grounds, Floats, Autos and Horses.
1.15 P. M.
Speaking in Big Tent.
2,15 P. M.
Ball Game, Roy vs. Dawson.
4.15 P. M.
Several Matched Races. Ford
Race.
7.45 P. M.
Dance in Big Tent. Springer
'
Novelty Three.
Big Carnival Features entire day.
Thrilling Free Shows.
FRIDAY SECOND DAY SEPTEMBER 16.
Stores Close Ten O'clock A. M.
Judging Commences Immediately.
Floats of Decorated Cars and Farm Produce
Parade Before Grandstand and Around
Ráce Track
12.30
Speaking in Big Tent
1.00 P. M.
Ball Game, Roy vs. Dawson
3.00 P. M.
Races. Quarter Mile Free For
All, Purse, First $40.00 Second, $15.00, Entry Fee $10.00
(Not less than four to enter.)
Half Mile Free For All, Purse, First
Second $20.00,
$50.00,
Entry Fee $15.00
(Not less than three to enter.)
Quarter Mile Pony Race, Free For" All,
14 Hands and Under.
Purse. First $25.00,
Second $15.00, Entry Fee $5.00
(Not less than six to enter.)
Relay Race, Free For All. Four Horse
String Blanket and Saddle. Purse, First $70.00
Second $30.00, Entry Fee $20.00
(Not less than three to enter.)
7.45 P.M. Dance in Big Tent, Springer
Novelty Three.
SATURDAY, THIRD DAY, SEPTEMBER 17.
Stores Close at 10.00 A. M.
Parade Same as Second Day.
Awarding of Prizes.
Afternoon schedule exactly same as second Day
Dance at Eight, same as preceeding Days.

-

,

.........

'.

1.00

2.00

.

6

4.00
,
2.00
Poland China pig,either sex 2.00
1.00
7. .iBest fat hog, over 9 mo.. . 2.00
1.00
All breeding stock boars and sows must
be registered. Fat hogs may be grade.
Division 5Horses
Lot
2nd
1st
1.
Draft Stallion, any age. . . 6.00
3.00
; 2.
Brood Mare, any age
5.00
2.50
3.
Matched team, either sex. 5.00
2.50
4.
Jack, any age
6.00
3.00
:
"5.
Span of mules
5.00
2.50
Stallion's and Jacks must be registered.
Others may be grade.
Division 6 Sheep
Lot
2nd
1st
1.
"Ram, any age
2.00
1.00
2.
Ewe, any age
1.00
2.00
3.
Pen of three fat lambs . . 2.00
1.00
Division 7Poultry
Lot
2nd
1st
1.
Pen Brown Leghorns
1.00
.50
2.
Pen White Leghorns
.50
..1.00
3.
Pen Barred Plymouth rocksl.00
.50
4.
Pen White Plymouth rocksl.00
.50
5.
Pen Rhode Island Reds . . 1.00
.50
6.
Pen Corish Games
1.00
.50
7.
Pen turkeys, any kind . . . 1.00
.50
A pen shall consist of one male and two
females of the breed.
Division 8 Sewing
Lot
2nd
1st
1.
Embroidery fancy work.. 2.00,
1.00
2. Crochet fancy work . . .
2.00
1.00
3.
2.00
1.00
Knitted work
;
4.
Best quilting
1.00
i. . . 2.00
5.
Tatting
1.00
2.00
6.
Baby dress, all hand made 2.00
1.00
Division 9 Pantry Stores
Lot
2nd
1st
2 different kinds cakes . . 2.00
1.
1.00

pats butter

Division 10
Lot

6.

PREMIUMS
Division 1 Field Products
1st

Winter Wheat Sheaf ... $5.00
Winter Wheat, Threshed 5.00
Spring Wheat, Sheaf . . . 2.00
Spring Wheat, threshed
2.00
Oats, Sheaf
2.00
Oats, Threshed
2.00
Fall Rye, sheaf
2.00
Fall Rye, threshed
' 2.00
Ten ears Yellow Dent corn 2.00
Ten ears White corn . . .
2.00
Ten ears Flint corn
2.00
Ten stalks corn any variety 2.00

exSe-

2.

Two

4.

1.

Lot.
1.

2 different kinds pies ...
Best collection dried fruits
and vegetables, not less
than six varieties

2.
3.

'

pure.

sociation.

September 15, 16 and 17th, 1921.

Dairy cattle

3

15-16t- hs

premiums will be paid by the Treasurer in his office during the day of the 19th.
Premiums not called for within one week after
the time of judging will revert to the Fair As-

.

SEPTEMBER 10th. 1921

Lot

10.

11.

::"

N

ROY HARDING COUNTY, NEW MEXICO.

PREMIUM LIST

..."

.

Premiums
HARDING COUNTY FAIR
Read Carefully.
Merchandise List
1
For best Holstein Bull, over twelve months
old, One ton Dawson Fancy EggCoal, (Dawson
Fuel Sales Co..) Dawson, N. M.
2
For best Jersey Bull, over 12 months old,
One ton Dawson Fancy Egg Coal. (Dawson
Fuel Sales Co.,) Dawson, N.M.
3
For best Dual Purpose Shorthorn Bull,
(Dawson
One ton Dawson Fancy Egg Coal.
Fuel Sales Co.,) Dawson. N.M.
4
For the best Jersey Milch Cow, 2 five gallon cream cans. (Trinidad Creamery Co.,, Trinidad, Colo.
5
For the best Holstein Milch Cow, One 8
gallon cream can, (Trinidad Creamery Co.,) Trinidad, Colo.
6
For the best Dual purpose Shorthorn Cow,
One ton Domino Nut Coal, (Swastika Fuel Co.,)
Raton, N.M.
I For the best Holstein Calf, under six modozen Calf Weaners. (F. D. Kees
nths, One-haMfg. Co.,) Beatrice, Neb.
8
For the best Jersey Calf, under six months
One-ha(F. D. Kees,
dozen Calf Weaners.
Mfg. Co..) Beatrice, Neb,.
9
For the best Dual purpose Shorthorn Calf,
dozen Calf Weaners.
under six months, One-ha- lf
(F. D. Kees, Mfg. Co.,) Beatrice, Neb.
10
For the best Hereford Bull, over 12 mo- nths. One Pair Trousers. (Curlee Clothing Co.,)
St. Louis, Mo.
II For the best Hereford Cow, 4 one gallon
cans Viscoline Motor Oil. (Hutchison Oil Co.,)
Hutchison, Kans.
12 For the best Hereford Calf und?r six mondozen Qalf Weaners. (F. D. Kees
ths, One-ha- lf
Mfg. Co.,) Beatrice, Neb.
13
For the best Draft Stallion any age, One
Wagon Cover, (F. J. Burch Mfg. Co.,) Pueblo,

,

scription.
30. For the 2nd prize White Orphington Pullet
One can Dr. LeGear's Lice Powder.
31. For the 2nd prize Ancona Hen: One package (medium size) Dr. LeGear's Laying TabThe above remedies are manufactured by
the Dr. LeGear Medicine Co., St. Louis, Missouri, and will be on exhibition during ttie fair.
32. Best Winter Wheat Threshed, not less
than fifty pounds. One Owens Smut Treater
Value $60.00 Donated by J. L. Owens Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

For the best Spring Wheat Threshed not

less than fifty pounds. One Coleman Quick-Lit- e
Lantern, Retail Price $8.00 (Coleman Lamp
Co.,) Wichita, Kans.
34. For the best Sheaf Oats, not less than six
inches in diameter, nor fiften inches tall, One
d
Vacum Bottle, (Trich Hardware Co.,)
Denver, Colo.
35. For the best twenty-fou- r
stacks of corn,
any variety, One Com Sheller, value $50.00
(Charles Ilfeld Co.,) Las Vegas, N. M.
36. For the best fifty lb. sample Pinto Beans,
One Bean Harvester, value $50.00 (Barteldes
Seed Co.,) Denver, Colo.
37. For the best German Millet Sheaf, Twelve
Pints Aztec Mineral Water. (Aztec Mineral Water Co., ) Taylor Swings, N.M.
38. For the b&A Hog Millet Sheaf, Twelve Pints Aztec Country Club Ginger Ale. (Aztec Mineral Water Co.,) Taylor Springs, N. M.
39. For the best Sheaf Cane, any variety, One
five lb. Can J.S.B. Coffee. (J. S. Brown Merc.
Co.,) Denver, Colo
40 For the best Collection Garden Produce,
not less than six varieties. Ten lbs. Wedding
Breakfast Coffee. (Nash Coffee & Spice Co.,)
Denver, Colo.
41. For the best Pumpkin, Two and One-ha- lf
lbs. Hill's Bros. Red Can Coffee. (Hill Bros.)
San Francisco, Calif.
42. For the best Hubbard Squash, Two and
lf
lbs. Hills Bros Red Can Coffee. (Hill
Bros.) San Franpisco, Calif.
43. For the best Collection of Farm Products,
exclusive of Livestock, not less than twelve va- riesties, OntfltiO lb. Sack of Swan's Down Flour
(The La Junta Flour Mills,) La Junta, Colo.
44. For the best Pike's Peak Squash, one
Tire Cover. (General Auto Supply Co.,)
Colorado Springs, Colo. At the foot of Pike's
Peak.
Hot-Col-

1

Colo.
14

For the best Brood Mare, any age. One
Box of Very Best Pears, (Easley Produce Co.,)
.

-

one-ha-

.

,

For the best piece of Broiderfast Work,
Six Bottles Crabapple Cream. (Housmann Drug
Co.,) Trinidad, Colo.
8.7. For the best Hardanger Work, Six Bottles
Crabapple Cream. (Housmann Drug Co.,) Trinidad, Colo.
88. For the best Suit Lady's Underwaré, Six
Bottles Crabapple Cream, (Housmann Drug

Col-o-va-

lets.

33.

ar.

Col-o-v-

,

For the 2nd prize Black Minorca Hen : One
package (small sjze) Dr. LeGear's Poultr Pre-

,

Trinidad, Colo.
For the Best Devil's Food Cake, Two Cans
of Log Cabin Maple Syrup. (Log Cabin Products Co.,) St. Paul, Minn.
63. For the best loaf Graham bread. Two Cans
Log Cabin Syrup, (Log Cabin Products Co.,)

Col-o-v-

29.

lf

Pineapple. (Gross Kelly & Co.,) E. Las VegaS,
New Mexico.
16
Best Jack, any age, Ten Pounds Wedding
Breakfast Coffee. (Nash Coffee & Spice Co.,)
Denver, Colo.
17 Best Span of Mules, One dozen Eottles
Heinz Catsup. (H. J. Heinz Co.,) Denver, Colo.
18
For the best Colt, any breed under eight
months, Two One Gallon Cans Viscoline Motor
r':. (Hutchison Oil Co.,) Hutchison. Kans.
19
For the best Duroc Jersey Boar, over six
months eld. One dozen Cans Libby's Peaches.
(Gross Kelley Co.,) E. Las Vegas, N. M.20. For the best Duroc Jersey Sow, over six
months old, One five pound tin Dr. Prices Phosphate Baking Powder. (Royal Baking Powder
Co.,) N. Y. Manufacturers of "Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder."
21. For the best Poland China Boar, over six
months old, One dozen Cans of Libby's Raspberries. (Gross Kelley & Co.,) E. Las Vegas,
"'"w "''yí".').
22. For the best Poland China Sow, Five lbs.
Hills Bros. Red Can Coffee. (Hill Bros.) San
Francisco, Calif.

,

28. For the best White Wyandotte Pullet:
One quart can Dr. LeGear's Dip and Disinfe-

lf

69. For the best three cans any kind of fruit.
Six cans Calumet Baking Powder. (Calumet Baking Powder Co.,) Chicago, 111.
70. For the best two Pats Butter. Four Cans
Log Cabin Syrup. (Log Cabin Products Co.,)
St. Paul, Minn.
71. For the best Cottage Cheese, One-hadozen Hawaiian Sliced Pineapple. (Gross Kelley
& Co.,) E. Las Vegas, N. M.
72. For the best Collection of house plants,
not less than six varieties, One ten lb. tin J.S.B.
Coffee.- (J. S. Brown, Merc. Co.,) Denver, Colo.
73. For the best Oil Painting, $2.50 Gold Piece
(Mason Candy Co.,) Trinidad, Colo.
74. For the best Water Color Painting, Six
Cans of
Mahogany. (SewalL Paint &
Giass Co.,) Kansas City. Mo.
75. For the best Hand painted China, Six Cans
Libby's Sliced Hawaiian Pineapple. (Gross Kelley & Co.,) E. Las Vegas, N. M.
76. For the best one dozen White Eggs, Two
Dozen Takhoma Biscuits, (Loose Wiles Biscuit
Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
77. For the best Dozen Brown Eggs, Two Dozen Takhoma Biscuits, (Loose Wiles Biscuit
Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
78. For the best Collection Sewing, 100 lbs. of
Swan's Down Flour, (Meso
Co.,)
Roy, New Mexico.
79. For the best Rag Rug, Five Pounds J.S.B.
Coffee, (J. S.Brown Merc. Co.,) Denver, Colo.
80. For the best Ha.d Made Cotton Quilt.
Two dozen Takhoma Biscuits, (Loose Wiles Biscuit Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
81. For the best Knitted Work, Five Pounds
J.S.B. Coffee, (J. S. Brown Merc. Co.,) Denver,
Colorado.
82. For the best Crochet Fancy Work, Two dozen Takhoma Biscuits. (Loose Wiles Biscuit
Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
83. For the best Hand Made Silk Quilt, Six
1847 Desert Spoons, (Edward Lehman Jewlery
Co.,) Denver, Colo.
84. For the best Tatting, Twelve Cans of Libby's Loganberries. (Gross Kelley & Co.,) E. Las
Vegas, New Mexico.
85. For the best Baby Dress, Six Bottles Syrup of Pepsin, (Pepsin Syrup Co..) Monticello,

Col-o-v-

lets.
ctant.

For the best Two Heads Cabbage, Three
Bottles Heinz Ketchup. (H. J. Heinz Co.;) Denver, Colo.
46. For the best Six Cucumbers, Three Bottles
Heinz Ketchup. (H.. J.' Heinz Co..) Denver, Co.
47. For the best Six Garden Beets, any variety, Three Bottles Heinz Ketchup (H. J. Heinz
Co,.) Denver, Colo.
48. For the best Peck Turnips, Six Cans Light Oak
(Sewal Paint & Glass Co.,)
Kansas City ,Mo.
49. For the best Peck Irish Potatoes, Six Cans
Dark Oak
(Sewal Paint & Glass Co.,)
Kansas City, Mo.
50. Fo rthe best Display Onions, any variety
Ten lbs. Six Cans Mahogany
(Sewal
Paint & Gless Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
51.
For the best pair Belgian Hares any breed
Six Cans Walnut
(Sewal Paint &
Glass Co.,) Kansas City, Mo.
52. For the best Two Loaves Bread from Old
Homestead Flour, 250 lbs. Old Homestead Flour
(Dodge City Flour Mills.) Dodge City, Kans.
53. For the best two loaves bread from Qld
Homestead Flour. 150 lbs. Old Homestead Flour
(Dodge City Flour Mills,) Dodge City, Kans.
54. For the third best two loaves bread from
Old Homestead Flour, 100 pounds Old Homestead Flour, (Dodge City Flour Mills,) Dodge
City, Kans.
55. For the best two loaves bread from Diamond M. Flour, $5.00 Check. (The Lamar Flour
Mills,) Lamar, Colo.
56. For the best two loaves bread from Dia-- .
mond M. Flour, $2.50 Check.. (The Lemar Flour
Mills,) Lemar, Colo.
57. For the best Sponge Cake, Ten Pounds K C
Baking Powder, (Jaques Mfg. Co.,) Chicago, 111.
58. For the best Dozen Doughnuts, Ten Pounds K C Baning Powder, (Jaques Mfg. Co.,)
Chicago. 111.
59. For the best Loaf Corn Bread, Five Pounds K C Baking Powder, (Jaques Mfg. Co.,)
Chicago, 111.
60. For the best Dozen Biscuits. Five Pounds
K C Baking Powder. (Jaques Mfg, Co.,) Chicago, 111.
61. For the best Angel Food Cake, Girl under
15, Five Pound Box Chocolates. (Mason Candy
45.

Prescription.
27. For the best Rhode Island Red Hen: One
package (large side) Dr. LeGear's Laying Tab-

,

Trinidad, Colo.
15
For the best Matched Team, any age, ei- ther sex, One dozen Libby's Sliced Hawaiian

23. For the best Fat Hog, over eight months
old, Ten lbs. Wedding Breakfast Coffee. (Nash
Coffee & Spice Co.,) Denver, Colo.
24. For the best Barred Rock Pen: One 25 lb.
Pail Dr. LeGear's Poultry Prescription.
25. For the best White Leghorn Pen : One Gallon Can, Dr! LeGear's Dip and Disinfectant.
26. For the best White Rock Cockrell: One
package (medium size) Dr. LeGear's Poultry

'

r,

Co.,)
62.

St. Paul, Minn.

For the best Jelly Roll Cake, Five lbs. Solitaire Coffee. (Morey Merc Co..) Trinidad, Co.
65. For the best Collection of Canned Fruits
and Vegetables not less than 12 varieties, One
Ten Dollar Aluminum Perculator. (Tritch Hardware Co.,) Denver, Colo.
66. For the best three cans Pickles, Six Cans
Calumet Baking Powder. (Calumet Baking Powder Co.) Chicago, 111 . .
67. For the best three glasses Jelly or Jam,
Six Cans Calumet Baking Powder, (Calumet
Baking Powder Co.,) Chicago, 111.
68. For the best three cans vegetables, Six
Cans Calumet Baking Powder, (Calumet Baking Powder Co.,) Chicago, 111.
64.

lf

-

Col-o-v-

ar

111.

88.

Co.,)

Trinidad, Colo.

89. For the best Filet Work, Six Bottles Crabapple Cream, (Housman Drug Co.,) Trinidad,
Colo.

90. For the best Saddle Horse; Judging done
in front of Grandstand, third day,
P. M. One Pair High Gradé Cowboy Boots.
Boot Co.,) Wichita, Ka.
91. For the best Farm Float to be on the
grounds all three days, One Barrel Budweiser
Beer. (Anheuser Busch Sales Corporation.,) St.
Louis, Mo.
92. For th best Decorated Automobile. Wearing 30x3V2 Tires, to be on the grounds all three
days, One 30x312 Fisk Red Top, Tire, (Fisk
Rubber Co.,) Denver, Colo.
One-thir-

(Teitzel-Jones-Dehn-

er

ty

